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CHEMICAL PHYSICS OF SURFACE REACTIONS OF METALS

Earl A. Gulbransen
Richard L. Tallman

Westinghouse Research Laboratories
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15235

ABSTRACT

A survey is made of studies at the Westinghouse Research

Laboratories on the structure of oxide films and the formatior of

localized oxide growths on iron. Special attention is given to the

recent studies using selected-area electron diffraction to determine the

morphological structures characteristic of oxide whiskers and pointed

blade-like oxide platelets.

Filamentary whisker growths are formed when iron is oA!Iized

in dry oxygen at 4000 to 500*C. Long, blade-like platelets are formed

at 450*C in atmospheres containing both water vapor and a trace of oxygen.

The oxide whiskers and the blade-like platelets produce fiber-texture

patterns showing exclusively a-Fe2 03 diffraction and a 11120) fiber axis.

Selected-area diffraction patterns of individual growths show the same

fiber axis and indicate (1) that the most simple whiskers have a single

axial screw dislocation, and (2) that the blades are twinned on the

blade-face plane, (1101).

Growth mechanisms based on easy paths for diffusion along the

axial dislocation in the oxide whisker and along the twin plane in the

oxide blade-like platelet are proposed. Some calculations relevant to

the internal diffusion mechanism in whiskers are presented.
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1. PURPOSE

The discovery of oxide nuclei"' and of oxide whiskers 3 *4 ind

plateletsý growing during the oxidation of many metals came as a surprise

to many workers in the field of oxidation and corrosion. The picture of

oxidation of metals arsumed the presence of a uniform, coherent oxide

film with the reaction occurring by the diffusion of oxygen or metal

through lattice defects in the oxide. Dislocations, stress, and impurity

atoms in the metal lattice were not considered in the theory.

The formation of sub-microscopic growths such as oxide nuclei

and oxide whiskers and platelets suggests that the simple picture Is not

complete. Increasingly more powerful techniques provide for the Investi-

gation of the small-scale structures of metals and oxide films. The

information to be obtained includes crystal shape and orientation, stress,

dislocation structure, fault and twin planes, and Ivpurity distribution

and precipitates In the metal and oxide lattices. These factors can

have important effects on oxidation and other surface reactions. Some

of these factors may cause localized corrosion which is important in

the technical application of metals and alloys.

The availability of oxide nuclei and oxide whiskers and platelets

for study by electron diffraction and by electron microscopy makes

possible a determination of some of the structural and kinetic details of

their growth mechanis=m. Results on these growths may be carried over to

a study of the general oxidation mechanism. In particular, the kinetics

of metal and oxygen transport through oxide lattices and through well-

defined crystal Imperfections can be studied by the use of localized

crystal growths.
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2. THERMOCHEMICAL ANALYSES

Thermochemical calculations are useful as a guide in discussing

the oxidation reactions of iron in oxygen and in water vapor. The

existence of the oxides, the sequence of oxides in the oxidation process,

and the diffusion of iron or oxygen across an oxide film or oxide crystal

depend on the thermochemical equilibrium values for the free energies of

the particular o-ide3 involved.

Thermochemical equilibrium does not exist for a metal under-

going oxidation. The reactions which do occur are those that are

thermochemically and kinetically feasible. Conditions approaching

e!quilibrium may exist at certain interfaces after the rapid period of

the initial oxidation reaction. Thus, the concentrations of iron in

ferrous oxide at the Fe-FeO interface, at the FeO-Fe304 interface, and

at the Fe 3 04 -Fe 203 interface may be cstimated from thermochemical data

and the iron-oxygen phase diagram. 6

Thermochemical calculations are made for the five equilibria

involved in the reaction of iron with oxygen and water vapor using data

from the JANAF tables.7 The equilibrium data are expressed in terms of

loglOK where K is the equilibrium constant and log 0 Po2 where P is the

pressure of oxygen gas in atmospheres. Wustite "Fe 0.9470" is used in

all of the calculations for ferrous oxide.

Tables 1 and 2 show the reactions together with the equilibrium

calculations. Low equilibrium oxygen pressures are found over the

temperature range of 298*K to 1300°K. The direct water vapor-metal

reactions are nut as favorable as the direct oxidation reactions.

Table 2 shows that both the reduction of Fe203 with Fe to form

Fe 3 04 and the oxidation of Fe 304 to form Fe 2 03 are thermodynamically

-2-
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TABLE I

THERMOCHEMICAL CALCULATIONS

Iron-Oxygen and Iron-Water Vapor Reactions

A. Direct Reactions with 0
2 (g)

1. 0.947 7e(s) + 1/2 O2(g) = Feo0 9 4 70(s) "Wustite"

2. 3 Fe(s) + 2 0 2 (g) - Fe 3 04 (s)

3. 2 Fe(s) + 3/2 02 (g) - Fe 20,(s)

B. Direct Reactions with H 20(g)

1. 0.947 Fe(s) + H20(g) - Fe 0 .9470(s) + H2 (g)

2. 3 Fe(s) + 4 H20(g) = Fe 30 4 (s) + 4 H2 (g)

3. 2 Fe(s) + 3 H20(g) = Fe 2 03 (s) + 3 H2 (g)

Reactions

Temp A1 A2 A3 1 2 3
K -lg P0  -log P0  -log P0  log K log K log KP2 P2 P2

298 85.89 89.13 86.84 2.90 18.06 10.12
400 62.18 64.15 62.31 1.85 11.33 5.75
500 48.34 49.56 47.99 1.28 7.57 3.32
600 39.16 39.87 38.47 0.95 5.21 1.80
700 32.60 32,98 31.69 0.72 3.63 0.79
800 27.70 27.85 26.63 0.66 2.54 0.07
900 23.89 23.88 22.70 0.45 1.76 -0.44

1000 20.84 20.71 19.58 0.36 1.17 -0.82
1100 18.33 18.1± 17.02 0.28 0.69 -1.13
1200 16.24 15.94 14.88 0.22 0.29 -1.38
1300 14.46 14.11 13.07 0.17 -0.039 -1.59

-3-
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F
TABLE 2

EHERIOCHEMICAL CALCULATIONS '1!

Interoxide Equilibria

C. Fe - Fe20
3 4 2 3

1. 4 Fe 2 03 (s) + Fe(s) 3 Fe 0 4 (s)

2. 2 Fe 3 04 (s) + 1/2 02 (g) - 3 Fe 2 0 3 (s)

3. 2 Fe 3 04 (s) + H2 0(g) - 3 Fe 2 0 3 (s) + H2 (g)

D. FeO - FeO0
3 4

1. Fe3 0 4(s) + 0.788 Fe(s) - 4 Fe .9470(s)

2. 3.17 Fe0. 9 4 7 0 + 0.415 0 2 (g) - Fe30 4 (s)

3. 3.17 Fe0.9470 + 0.83 H20(g) - Fe3 0 4(s) + 0.83 H2 (g)

E. Fe 0.9470 - Fe203 - Fe304

1. 1.19 Fe0 9 4 7 0(s) + 0.937 Fe 2 03 (s) Fe 3 04 (s)

Results of Calculations
Reactions

C1  C2  C3  D D D3 E1
Temp logl 0 K -log loPo log1 0 K log1 0 K -log P0 logloK logloK

100 2 02 100

298 13.71 68.57 -5.76 -6.46 101.49 8.87 5.09
400 11.00 47.64 -5.42 -3.93 71.67 5.47 3.71
500 9.44 35.41 -5.18 -2.44 54.23 3.50 2.92
600 8.43 27.22 -5.02 -1.42 42.58 2.21 2.38
700 7.71, 21.34 -4.91 -0.77 34.46 1.37 2.03
dO0 7.32 16.87 -4.86 -0.29 28.41 0.76 1.79
900 7.04 13.31 -4.84 +0,05 23.79 0.32 1.62

1000 6.81 10.50 -4.81 +0.26 20.39 0.11 1.51
1100 6.59 8.23 -4.77 +0.45 17.26 -0.21 1.41
1200 6.40 6.34 -4.73 +0.59 14,82 -0.40 1.32
1300 6.24 4.76 -4.69 +0.70 12.77 -0.56 1.25

I
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favored. Fe304 is not oxidized in appreciable amounts by H2 0(g) to

I. Fe 2 03 at any temperature unless hydrogen is removed.
Tal 23hwsol

0Table 2 shows Fe304 can be reduced by Fe to form Fe0.9470 only

below 873*K (600*C). Fe0. 9 4 7 0 can be oxidized by 02 to form Fe 3 04

at all temperatures. In the absence of iron and oxygen Fe 3 04 can form

from Fe 0 and Fe 2 0 at all temperatures.
0.947 23

The calculations given here do not take into account the

non-stoichiometric compositions of the oxides. Variations in composition

occur depending upon the presence of other phases and the temperature.

The equilibria data given here present only the approximate values

calculated from readily available thermodynamic data. 7

-*"a
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3. OXIDE NUCLEATION

3.1 THIN FILM RANGE - NORMAL PRESSURE

Micro-structural studies of gas-metal reaction became possible

with the development of the electron microscope in the late 1930's and

early 1940'5. We define the micro-structure of oxide films by the

following factors: (I) crystal structure, (2) crystal size and habit,

(3) crystal orientation relative to the metal, (4) presence of twins,

dislocations and other defects, and (5) presence of stress in the

metal-oxide system.

Visual and optical microscopic observations of surface reactions

are the oldest methods for the study of the chemical activity of surfaces.

Catalysis and corrosion scientists have long recognized that certain sites

on surfaces were especially reactive. However, the nature of these

reaction sites commonly remains undetermined because of lack of resolving

power of their techniques and the difficulties inherent in defining

the surface and the chemical environment at the surface.

In the field of oxidation, Phelps, Gulbransen,and Hickman 8

reviewed the literature in 1946 on the micro-structure of oxide films on

the common metals. An extensive electron-optical study was made also on

the micro-structure of thin oxide films formed on a number of the common

metals including iron, nickel, iron-based alloys, and stainless steels.

Several of the results will be mentioned.

The oxidation of iron at 250°C in dry oxygen for 30 minutes

produced a continuous oxide film consisting of irregularly-shaped oxide

crystals 500 to 1500 X in size.

These crystals were partially oriented to the metal. Trans-

mission and reflection electron diffraction analyses of the oxides

show the spinel, Fe 3 0, and hexagonal a-Fe2 0 3 were formed. Nickel

-6-
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oxidized at 500C for 20 minutes showed a micro-structure similar to that

found on iron at 250*C. The oxide film was NiO which was nearly

randomly oriented to the metal.

We concluded in 1946 that most metals oxidized at temperatures

of 2000 to 5000C at 0.1 to 1 atm oxygen pres3ure formed granular oxide

films for oxide thicknesses which could be studied at that time by

electron-optical methods, i.e. about 500 X. The films contained thicker

and thinner sections indicating a multilayer -trucLure. Oxide crystals

were nucleated on the initial metal surface covered by the room

temperature oxide film and on top of the first layer of oxide

crystallites.

The oxide crystals 500 to 1800 A in breadth mentioned abo~e

are much smaller than the metal grains. The surface density of such
10 -2

crystals is large, about 10 cm

The crystal size was a function of both time and temperature.

Some evidence was found for preferred orientation of the oxide

crystallites although many oxide films showed no preferred orientation

with respect to the metal grain. We concluded that most oxide films

were not uniform in crystal thickness.

3.2 THIN FILM RANGE - LOW OXYGEN PRESSURES

The oxide nucleation processes were found to be a function of

pressure in the early 1950's by Bardolle and Binard. 1 These workers

studied the initial stage of oxide formation on carefully annealed and

electropolished ARMCO iron between 650* and 850*C in vacuums of O-0

to 0-3 torr. At pressures between 10-1 and 10-2 torr at 850°C many

oriented oxide crystals were formed on an individual metal grain. Under

none of the conditions studied was the oxide on the surface of the metal

in the form of one single crystal. However, the ensemble of oxide

crystals on each metal grain had a definite crystal pattern which

suggested a definite orientation of the crystals to the metal grain.

For this oxidation condition the oxide crystals were much thicker than

those studied by Gulbransen and Hickman at lower temperatures.

-7-
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At pressures of 10-2 to 10-3 torr only a few veil-oriented oxide

nuclei were formed. The shapes of the individual crystallites could then

be studied and were found to depend on the orientation of the metal

crystals. The space between the oxide crystallites was occupied by a

thin film of randomly-oriented oxide crystals.9

Gulbransen, McMillan, and Andrew2 extended the studies of

Bardolle and Benard.l Electron-optical methods were used and the oxide

crystals formed during oxidation were covered with a thin plastic film

and removed electrochemically from the metal. A high purity iron was

used and the oxidation conditions were carefully controlled. A vacuum

microbalance was used to determine the extent of reaction.

An electron micrograph of the oxide stripped from an iron

specimen oxidized at 850*C to an average thickness of 752 A at a

pressure of 2 x 10-3 torr of oxygen showed oxide crystals of about

1 micron in size and well oriented to the metal grain. The oxide

crystals formed in rows across the metal grain. The spacings between

the rows of oxide crystals were between 0.5 and 1.0 microns. At higher

oxygen pressureL and for higher oxygen additions the individual oxide

crystals grew to a larger size, filling in the voids between the rows

of oxide crystallites. The density of oxide crystals was of the order
8 -2

of 10 cm

Circular oxide growth patterns occurred on some of the grains.

We related these growth patterns to the presence of inclusions in the

metal grain. The line growth pattern of oxide nucleation caused us much

concern. It was concluded that further studies should be made using

high-vacuum annealing of the iron instead of pure hydrogen annealing.

Gulbransen and Andrew, 1 0 using high-vacuum-annealed pure iron, showed

that the oxide crystallites occurred in a nearly random distribution.

However, each crystal was oriented to the metal grain. The pattern of

oxide nucleation could be changed by variations in the annealing

processes.

--8--
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3.3 ORIENTATION OF OXIDE FILMS ON IRON

The orientation of FeO on a-Fe was studied by Mehl and

McCandlessil and by Bardolle and Benardl using X-ray diffraction.

Gulbransen and Ruka 1 2 studied the same problem using reflection electron

diffraction and, in addition, studied the orientation of Fe 0 on a-Fe.
3 4

All of the results suggest that the cube plane of FeO and Fe 3 04 grows

on the cube plane of a-Fe, while the [1001 direction of the oxide lies

parallel to the [110) direction in the metal.

3.4 PICTURE OF INITIAL OXIDE FORMATION

Our concept 2 'IG of the initial stages of the oxygen reaction

is shown in Figure 1. It may be postulated that the first step involves

a chemisorbed layer of oxygen atoms. This would be a very transitory

stage at 850"C with the quantity of oxygen available. The formation of

a film consisting of small oxide crystallites of the order of the

thickness of the oxide film is postulated to occur as the reaction
0

continues to a thickness of 100 A. The next stge of oxidation appears

to be nucleation and growth of larger crystals along certain rows of

the metal grain. Along these growth sites a lower free-energy barrier

appears to exist for the formation and growth of new oxidc crystals.

The properties of these linear growth sites suggest that they

represent a substructure in the metal which is Influenced by the

annealing environment. Hydrogen and impurities in the hydrogen gas

appear to order the sites for oxide nucleation on pure iron. The

mechanism of this process is not clear.

These larger oxide crystals are well oriented to the structure

of the metal grain. As oxidation continues, these crystals grow and

new ones are formed completing the mosaic structure. This is shown in

step A of Figure 1. Finally. a granular oriented oxide file is formed.

Although the oxide crystals are oriented, there are many oxide crystali

on each metal grain.

-9-
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4. PHENOMENOLOGICAL STUDIES ON OXIDE WHISKERS AND PLATELETS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The formation of long filaments or whiskers of oxide during

the oxidation of metals was first observed by Pfefferkorn 3 in Germany

and by Takagi 4 in Japan in the early 1950's. Both workers studied the

edges of wires and of fine holes in metal sheets after oxidation using

transmission electron microscopy. At this early date the metals used

and the reaction conditions were poorly defined. The oxide whiskers

were formed after considerable oxidation of the metal had occurred.

On first consideration, one might suggest that oxide nuclei

and oxide whiskers could grow from the same nucleating sites on the

metal as the initial oxide nuclei in low-pressure oxidation. It is

impossible to judge from the shapes and growth characteristics whether

the same sites are involved since the conditions of growth of nuclei on

a nearly bare surface are very different from the conditions of growth

found in thick oxidi films. There is no experimental Information

available relating oxide nucleation and oxide whisker formation.

We began the study of oxide whiskers in 1957 for the purpose
of uaderstanding localized corrosion and oxidation on iron and stainless

steel. It was hoped to relate localized corrosion processes to the

phenomena of stress corrosion.

In the early work, five factors were considered important in

ptlanningf thq @Me-rtm@"tq vAndi dI,, r
4

4E1-I,0 the ii..v,.th i-f ovaew4.,haiskere

and platelets. These are: (a) the crystal structure. (b) the crystal

morphology and size, (c) the orientation of the oxide crystal with

respect to the underlivng interface. (4) the nature of the reaction site

in the wm.tal or on the oxide, aW (5) the mechanism nf growth.

-Il
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A vacuum microbalance reaction system1 3 was used in many of

the early experiments involving the reaction with dry oxygen at 0.1 atm

pressure A liquid nitrogen cooled trap was used to lower the water

vapor cc ntration to a dew point of -196"C. The furnace system was

controlled co + 1C. This reaction system was used to react iron

specimens where minimum water vapor concentrations were required. A

second reaction system1
4 was used for reaction of wire or tensile test

specimens under stress in steam, in mixtures of steam and oxygen, or in

mixtures of steam, oxygen, and HCl vapor. Figure 2 shows the apparatus.

Oxygen is bubbled through a heated flask of water or dilute HC1 solutions.

The gas atmosphere is passed over the specimens mounted in the furnace

as shown In Figure 2.

Disc, wire, and tensile test specimens shown in Figure 3 were

used. The edge of the hole in the disc or tensile specimen and the

edge of the wire ipecimen were studied in the electrc, microscope. The

wire and tensile test specimens could be pre-stressed or reacted under

stress. The stress level at the small hole In the tensile specimen is

approximately three times that of the stress in the adjacent metal.

An DMU-3D RCA electron microscope was used. This Instrument

was used at 100 kV and had facilities for both direct transmission

electron diffraction and selected-area electron diffraction. The

relative rotations of the selected-area electron diffraction patterns

were determined by the use of selected-area images and the selected-area

diffraction patterns of asbestos fibers.

4.2 OXIDE WIISKERS

In addition to the normal oxide file. fine oxide whiskers form

on annealed iron in dry oxygen atmospheres at temperatures of 400* to

500*C. A feu small fan-shaped oxide platelets foru in the early stages

of oxidation before oxide wt.iskers.

4
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Figure 4 shows an electron micrograph of an oxidized disc of

"Puron" grade of iron. The iron was reacted for 48 htours in an

atmosphere of dry oxygen at 76 torr. The oxide whiskers were 150 A or

more in diameter, excluding contamination, and 15,000 A in average

length. Some grew to 7S,000 X in length. A surface density of about

108 cm-2 was estimated. The geometry of whisker- growing on a wire is

discussed in Appendix I.

To show that oxide whiskers are not due to impurities in the

reacting gas phase a special static reaction system was built in which

the reacting gases and the product gases were monitored by sensitive

mass spe.,rometer methods.

The reaction chamber consisted of a zirconia tube and a quartz

frame for supporting the annealed iron wires. The high vacuum valve and

high vacuum gasket were attached to the ziLconia tube but removed from

the high temperature zone. The tube could be outgassed at 650°C and

pumped to 10-6 torr prior to moving the mounted iron wires into the

reaction zone and to the addition of specified quantities of mass

spectrometrically analyzed gases. Changes in both composition and

quantity of gas resulting from the reaction could be established.

Vacuum-annealed and etched pure iron wires were reacted at

400'C with pure 02 at 620 torr for 48 hours. Electron micrographs showed2°

the formation of oxide whiskers 150 A in diameter and having an average

length of 8000 A. Electron diffraction patterns taken by the transmission

method of the oxidized wire gave a pattern of a-Fe2 03 . The interplanar

spacings are shown in Table 3. A discussion of the a-Fe 2 03 structure and

further details of the intensities and lattice spacings are given in

Appendices II through VIII.

Mass spectrographic analysis of the reaction gases showed the

formation of 3.0 x 1019 H molecules during reaction. Originally
21 2

4.4 x 10 02 molecules were present in the reaction system. The H2

gas could arise from the etching treatment and could be released during

oxidation. The experiment shows that a trace of water vapor is not

-15-



Fig. 'ine oxide whiskers formed on "Puron"
it 500%C in dry oxygen for 48 hours.
No applied stress. Micron length
shown.

RM 15321
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TABLE 3

Interplanar Spacings, Whisker Growths on Iron Reacted with Dry 02 2r
400°C. 48 hrs.

Visual
Intensity d d

I/Io (experimental) (calculated)
0

50 3.674 A 3.6795

100 2.699 2.6973

70 2.511 2.5158

50 2.208 2.2050

30 broad 1.933 1.8398

50 1.695 1.6933

40 1.487 1.4851

40 1.456 1.4525

20 1.330 1.3101

important in the growth of oxide whiskers on iron. The role of small

quantities of hydroget. in the metal on the growth pvocess of oxide

whiskers has to be studied

A summary of the 1 'roperties and conditions cf formation of

cxide whiskers is given in Table 4.

4.3 POINTED BLADE-SHAPED OXIDE PLATELETS

When annealed or cold-worked iron was reacted with water vapor

atmospheres containing oxygen, pointed blade-shaped oxide platelets form.

Figure 5 shows the genesis of blade-shaped oxide platelets mhen iron was

reacted with 10% water vapor and 90% argon mixture. Traces of oxygen

were present in the argon gas. Figure 5a shows that both oxide whiskers

and blade-shaped platelets were formed after 2 hours of reaction. The

whiskers were about 150 A in diameter and averaged 10,00? A in length.

The oxide platelets were about 150 A thick, 1000 to 1500 A wide end grew

-17-
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Fig. 5 - Blade-shaped oxide platelets formed on annealed pure
iron in 10% H120 and 90% argon at 400*C. Micron length
shown.

(A) 2 hours (B) 6 hours

(C) 12 hours (D) 21 hours
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TABLE 4

Summary of Data on Oxide WhJskers

1. Diameter "450 A;
5.

2. Lengths up to 4 x 10 A;

3. Density up to 108 cm 2 ;

4. Weight of 105 A whisker - 9.25 x 10-15 g;
5. Crystal structure - a-Fe2 03 - single crystal;

6. Site area - 1.77 x 1012 cm2 (cross section);

7. Percent surface covered for density 108 cm- 2 = 0.0177;

8. Conditions - dry oxygen, no stress, pure metal, random
sites on oxides or metal;

9. Stress at root - 3.1 psi for 4 x 10 A whisker 150 X diameter;

10. Thickness - nuarly independent of time;

11. Melting of tip - prevents further growth;

12. Effect of P,, - reduced to metal lump.

0

to lengths up to 10,000 A. Figure 5b shows that most of the whiskers

were absent after 6 hours and only oxide platelets were formed.

Figures 5c and 5d show that the size of the oxide platelets increases

with time. After 23 hours of reaction the platelets were 2500 to

6000 1 wide and up to 70,000 A long with a surface density of 108 cm" 2 .

Table 3 shows a summary of the properties and conditions of

formation of the blade-shaped oxide platelets on iron specimen reacted

with steam and argon at 400C for 7 hours. The interplanar spacings

could be correlated exactly with the calculated values for a-Fe2 03

4.4 REACTION WITH PLRE H20 VAPOR

Thermodynamic calculations from Tables 1 and 2 shorv that

water vapor in the absence of oxygen does not react with Fe 304 to form

a-Fe203 unless hydrogen is removed. Earlier experiments had shown that

blade-shaped oxide plate.eta were formed in water vapor plus argon. To

test the effect of traces of oxygen in the argon gas, experiments vere

-19-



TABLE 5

Summary of Data,
Pointed Blade-Shaped Oxide Platelets

1. Thickness N150 A;
4.2. Widths up to 1.5 x 10 A;
4.03. Lengths up to 9 x 10 A;

8 -24. Density up to 10 cm-;

5. Weight - 5.3 x 10-13 g for platelet 9 x 10 4 long and

1.5 x 104 A wide;

6. Crystal structure a-Fe20 3 (400*C temperature of formation);

7. Site area - 2.3 x 10-10 cm2 for platelet 9 x 10 A long,

1.5 x 10 A wide and 150 A thick;

18 -28. Percent of surface covered for 10cm 2.25;

9. Conditions - R20 + 02, stress or unstressed metal, probably

oriented sites, pure metal;

10. Thickness - nearly independent of time.

made with pure H120 vapor. Distilled H 20 was injected into the high

vacuum system and further purified of oxygen and other gases by repeated

freezing and pumping prior to introduction into the reaction chamber.

The specimens were heated at 425"C for 45 hours at a pressure of 6 torr.

Electron microscope studies showed no evidence of oxide whiskers or platelet

growths although the wires were covered with a black oxide. The absence of

oxide platelet growth may be attributed to the lower total oxygen content

obtainable in a static reaction system, thus preventing the formation of

o-Fe 2 03 •

Has* spectrometric analysis of the gases after reaction showed
19 18 14.4 x 10 molecules of H1O, 1.26 x 10 molecules of H 2, 5 x 1017

18molecules of CO. and 1.2 x 10 molecules of CO2 . The oxygen level was

less than 4 x 1015 molecules, which was the sensitivity of the instrument.

-20-.pf. y "
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The oxygen associated with the observed H2 would form an oxide

film of about 6000 A on the 1 cm surface of iron.

We conclude that small quantities of oxygen are required to

form blade-like a-Fe 2 03 platelets on iron.

4.5 MECHANISM OF BLADE-LIKE OXIDE PLATELET FORMATION

Figure 5 suggests that iron exposed to water vapor and traces

of oxygen torips oxide whiskers in the first stage of reaction and blade-

like oxide platelets at later stages of oxidation.

The fact that whisker growth is replaced by platelet growth

suggests that the whisker growth point sites have been replaced by line

sites producing platelets. Either the line sites are new or they result

from growth of the point sites. The hydrogen atoms act to cause this

effect either (1) at or about the sites, or (2) in or on the platelets.

The hydrogen atoms could be involved in the platelet twin interface

structure, for example, allowing platelets to grow where only whiskers

could grow in the absence of water vapor. The most simple hypothesis

is that the point sites are transformed into line sites by the direct

action of the hydrogen.

The thickness of the oxide platelets remains nearly constant

with time and is nearly the same as that of the whiskers formed in dry

oxygen atmospheres. The shape of the blade-like oxide rlatelets indicate

the width of the platelets is a function of time or extent of reaction.

4.6 STUDY OF THE O2/H20 RATIO

Experiments were made to study the effect of 02 to H120 ratio

on the formation of localized oxide crystals on iron. Blade-like

platelets were the predominant crystal habit formed after reaction at

450"C for 48 hours in 02/H20 ratios of 9/1 and 30/1 in a dynamic reaction

system. To prevet.t the growth of oxide platelets the 02/H20 ratio must

be increased to large values. On the other hand blade-like platelets

can form for very small 02/H 20 ratios but not In pure vater.

-21-
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These studies showed that the total amount of oxide in the

oxide platelets was over 250 times the amount of oxide in the oxide

whiskers when the iron was reacted with dry oxygen for the same

temperature and reaction conditions.

4.7 ROUNDED OXIDE PLATELETS

Thin, rounded oxide platelets were formed when cold-worked iron

was reacted with dry oxygen. Figure 6 shows an election micrograph of

the localized oxide growths formed after oxidation of cold-drawn iron

wire at 400*C for 48 hours in 760 torr of dry oxygen.

Thin, rounded oxide platelets grew with faces approximately

parallel to the axis of the wire to a height of 40,000 X and to lengths

up to 70,000 A. The thickness of the platelets was estimated to be of the
0

order of 150 A, about the same as that found for the blade-shaped oxide

platelets and oxide whiskers. The thickness appears uniform over the

platelet and the same for a large number of platelets examined. These

platelets are characterized by bend contours.

Table 6 shows a sumary of the properties and conditions of

formation of rounded oxide platelets.

TABLE 6

Summary of Data, Rounded Oxide Platelets

1. Thickness -,150 X;

2. Widths up to 2 x 10 5 A;
5.

3. Lengths up to 1.5 x 10 A;
6 2,4. Density 10 cI-S;

5. Weight - 3.1 x 10 1 2 g for 2 x 105 X long and 1.5 x 105

wide platelet;

6. Crystal structure - a-Fe 20 3 ;

7. Site area - 3 x 10-9 cm2 for platelet 2 x 10 A wide and
1.5 x 105 A Ions;

6 -2
8. Percent of surface covered for 10 cmI 0.31;

9. Conditions - 02. metal in stressed conditions, impurities in
metal;

10. Thickness - nearly independent of time.

-22-
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Fig. 6 - Rounded oxide platelets formed on cold-
worked pure iron in 1 atm of dry oxygen
at 400C for 48 hours. Micron length
shown.
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4.8 BLUNTED BLADE-SHAPED OXIDE PLATELETS

Reaction of high purity annealed anj etched iron wires in an

atmosphere of 102 H820 + 902 (He + 1000 ppm 02) at 400'C for 4 hours has

shown a new crystal habit. Instead of pointed blade-shaped oxide

platelets, as in the case of 4.3, blunted blade-shaped platelets are

formed. The blunted end is characteristic c' Lhese platelets even from

the early stages of reaction. Figure 7 shows a typical electron

micrograph. The blunted end has a chisel-shaped appearance. However,

the thickness of the material as revealed by the contrast in electron

micrographs is nearly constant.

The possibility that these platt ets are not solid and uniform

in cross section is shown in Figure 8. Here the blunted blade-shaped

platelets were heated in the electron beam. The helium gas trapped in

the blade-shaped crystal expanded -nd formed gas bubbles in or ruptured

the platelets leaviug the plateleL wall exposed. Many smaller bubbles

were formed on the flat faces of other oxide platelets. The shape of

these bubbles and ruptured placelc-.s indicates that the platelets have

an internal surface where hellm. "a collected between thoi crystal

faces and chat the oxide was ductile.

The experiments using helium as a carrier gas sugest that

oxide platelets and whiskers have internal boundaries or axial screw

dislocations. The essential festure of the suggested growth mechanism

is that the internal defects provide paths for rapid diffusion of iron

at rates large compared to normal lattice diffusion. The true nature

uf the internal defects can be further revealed by selected-area electron

diffraction.

-24-
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Fig. 7 - Blunted blade-shaped oxide platelets
formed on annealed pure iron in 10%

0~ +. (Hie + 10WO ppm o at 4 -K)Ic and
5hourv.
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Fig. 8 - Effect of electron beam heating on blunted
blade-shaped oxide platelets, A. ruptured
platelet, B. hollow bubble.
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5. STUDIES USING SELECTED-AREA ELECTRON DIFFRACTION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The phenomenological aspects of the growth of oxide whiskers

and platelets has been discussed In some detail in section IV. The

development of the selected-area electron diffraction method made

possible crystallographic studies on single oxide whiskers and plateletv..

To correctly evaluate the selected-area electron diffraction patterns

it was essential to bring together the structural information on the iron

oxides. This was done in Appendices:

II a-Fe2 0 3 Crystal Structure,

III a-Fe203 Unit Cells,

IV Transformation of Indices

V Interfacial and Other Angles in a-Fe2 03

VI Systematic Absences in the Diffraction from a-Fe2 03 ,

VII List of Interplanar Spacings,

VIII Intensities and d-Spacings for Selected Iron Oxides.

In order to make possible a more ready recognition of the

geometrical relations indicated by the indices shown on our selected-

area electron diffraction patterns and elsewhere, we have chosen the

face-centered rhombohedral F unit cell shown in Figure 21 of Appendix III.

Figure 21 shows top and front views and dimensions for the unit

cells of a-Fe2 03 and its isomorphs. The four conventional unit cells in

common use are shown at the right and left in Figure 21. The conventional

structural hexagonal and rhombohedral unit cells are shown at the left in

the figure. Four indices are used to describe a set of lattice planes in

terms of the hexagonal unit cell. The conventional morphological unit

cells are shown at the right, together with the morphological rhombohedral

parameters.

-27-
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The a parameter is twice that for the conventional morphological

rhombohedral unit cell. The rhombohedral F cell angle a is nearly 90*.I

It is this approximation to a face-centered cube which makes the

rhombohedral F cell convenient. This cell is used in all indexing of

our selected area diffraction patterns and is referred to whenever the

unit cell system is not identified. Conventional structural hexagonal

and rhonibohedral indices will also be given.

5.2 OXIDE WHISKERS

5.2.1 Analyses of Single Oxide Whisker Patterns

Figure 9 shows a selected-area electron diffraction pattern from

an iron oxide whisker measuring 1.5 microns in the selected area image.

The pattern is indexed with the rhombohedral F unit cell. The orientation

of the projection of the axis of the whisker lies normal to the layer

lines of the pattern shown in Figure 10, i.e. in the [220] direction.

This whisker axis is [11201 and [101] in the conventional structural

hexagonal and structural rhombohedral indices, respectively. In each

system, this direction is normal to lattice planes of the same indices.

An analysis of the diffraction spots in Figure 9 shows two

nets, a net normal to the [111] direction and a net normal to the [110]

direction. (By "net" we mean two-dimensional lattice.) The angles

between rows of spots are within 10 of the angles between rows of index

points in the reciprocal lattice of a-Fe 20 3 . The sections of whisker

giving the two reciprocal lattice nets lie at 32.40 to one another.

Both nets of Figure 9 include the origin, 220, and 220. We

conclude, therefore, that the rotation axis of the pattern is [220].

The same ccnclusion results from the fact that the spots of each layer

line are indexed by points in a corresponding reciprocal lattice net

normal to [220].

-28-
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Fig. 9 - Selected-area electron diffraction, a-Fe2O3 whisker,
-151.5 v long, 10 g. Indexed with a face-centered

rhombohedron, a - 85.7%. Nets normal to [111) and

[110] included.
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Two additional oxide whiskers which have been studied satis-

factorily by selected-area electron diffraction are of interest. In one,

two new nets of spots, normal to the [001] and [fl21 directions,

respectively, were found. The rotation axis of the oxide whisker was

[220). The whisker axis was proved to be the rotation axis as follows:

The whisker axis lies in a plane perpendicular to the pattern of the

second oxide whisker different from the plane of the whisker axis for

the whisker giving the pattern shown in Figure 9. These two planes

intersect in the (2201 rotation axis. If the whisker axis is the same

in the two cases, it is (220).

The same rotation axis, [2201, was found for the third indexed

pattern. The axis was far from perpendicular to the beam direction,

however. Again the projections of the whisker and rotation axes coincide

in the pattern. This is a more comon type of diffraction pattern than

that shown in Figure 9. Bent, kinked, and apparently multiple whiskers

introduce further complications.

The three different selected area patterns which were indexed

include very weak extra diffraction spots on the layer lines. Some of

the spots correspond in position in the pattern to the systematically

absent diffraction from planes of the form {11}, but most of the spots

could not be indexed. The anomalous spots were also found by Takagi. 4

Since the whisker axis and the rotation axis coincide we are

led to hypothesize that the whisker is twisted. This is consistent with

the diffraction patterns of individual whiskers, in that they show a

limited rotation by including diffraction represented by appropriately

limited sectors of the reciprocal lattice. Since no grain boundaries

are commonly revealed by diffraction contrast in the micrographs, any

grain boundaries which may exist must be such that the contrast is

difficult to observe. The probability that a small number of untwisted

crystals might lie in the special orientations in the beam indicated by

the diffraction patterns of individual whiskers is negligible. Thus,

the most simple whiskers do not contain grain boundaries.

-30-
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5.2.2 Analyses of Streaked Reflections

The electron diffraction patterns for whiskers on a wire as

recorded from the whole beam without lenses between the specimen and the

plate, 38 opposed to selected area diffraction patterns, show less

distorted diffraction from more whiskers. The diatribution of whiskers

with respect to angles in the beam is maximal for whiskers nearly normal

to the wire axis anJ to the beam. This is true because such whiskers

extend more Lito the beam and, furthermore, because of the distribution

of whisker angles to the surface. Since the electron micrographs show

the character of whisker orientation distribution, the texture pattern

has not been analyzed completely for such information in this work.

However, some less striking details resulting from the axial twist of

the whiskers have proved to be of interest. One would not expect the

axial twist to affect the intensity distributions about the diffraction

rings for large numbers of whiskers, because such a specimen, assuming

no epitaxial effects and no twist, would show random orientation about

the fiber axis (i.e., about the normal to the wire or other surface

shadow). The number of whiskers in the beam may be far from statistical

in this sense, and the high density of spots on the rings may result

from the twist. The possibility of quantitatively determining that this

is so has not been explored. Some of the intensity variation on the

arcs is shown roughly in Figure 10.

Figure 10 shows L-)w the axial twist results in the streaking

of reflections found between the 400 and 402 (0224 and 1126) rings in

the regions of the pattern equivalent to that about the one long streak

indicated. At the right of Figure 10 the reciprocal lattice net second

from the origin along the whisker axis is shown for an orientation to

be founo in a short section of a whisker of axis W. The beam and whisker

orientations are indicated. The first ring in the disk-like intensity

region which exists about each spot according to Wilson's 1 5 ' 1 6 ' 1 7 theory

has been drawn large, as for a small whisker. The rotation of the net

by the twist (without bending) passes the intensity regions through a

line on the reflecting sphere in the Ewald construction. This line is

-31-
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shown in the view along the beam at the center of Figure 10, where the

view is like a view from the right of the right-hand section. The

rotation thus results in an integration by the beam giving a radial

distribution abo-it 220 of the absolute square of the electron wave

function in a sector of the reciprocal lattice net. Under favorable

conditions this diffraction car be observed as a streak extending, as

illustrated, across the 400 and 420 rings. Streaks between the 400 and

402 rings are more common, and spots in these rings are streaked along

the same directions in these regions. If the whiskers were all parallel,

these streaks would be in the second layer line of the fiber pattern.

The angle 0 made by these streaks with the radius to the 040

spots indexed for the arbitrary axis and reciprocal lattice section

illustrated is given by

tan 0 - [1 - sin2 Y (1 + tan2)Qmin]-1/2 tan #min

where y - (90* - w) and w is the angle of the whisker to the beam. Thus

0 = min for w =90%, y - 0. 0 increases somewhat parabolically with

y, as follows:

y : O 10 20" 30"

S: 46.99' 47.950 51.10 57.6"

Since y > 30* is uncommon, 47* < 4 , 58* is to be expected.

Long streaks were measured most accurately at 51"12', 50026', and 51"54'.

The effect of bending of the whole length about the [1111 axis

for the section giving the 042 reflection would increase 4. Bending

about a direction parallel to the 220, 040 line of the section of whisker

giving the 040 reflection would decrease 4. Such bending is equivalent

to a rotation. It can be seen that the positions of the streaks and

their angles correspond to rotation primarily about [220). This serves

to confirm the selected area diftraction results.

-33-
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5.2.3 Axial Twist Calculation

A detailed discussion of the geometry of a screw dislocation

in a rod is given in Appendix IX. A summary of this discussion is given

here.

The axial twist a can be calculated from an equation given by

Eshelby,
1

a - K b/A

Here b is the length of the Burgers vector, A is the cross section area,

and K is a constant which depends nn the shape of the cross section.

K - I for an elliptical cross section with central disiocation.

If we approximate the cross sectional area A with the area of

a circle of the whisker image diameter, we can calculate the axial twist

and compare this with the observed twist. The full length of whisker

in the selected area image for ýhe pattern of Figure 9 was 1.5 u. The

diameter, including the contamination layer, was about 300 X. Assuming

the smallest Burgers vector, with length given by the minimum repeat

distance along the whisker axis, 5.03 A, the axial twist is calculated

to be Wl per micron. The sections of whisker for which the two

reciprocal lattice nets of Figure 9 are normal to the beam are at 32.4"

to one another by rotation about the whisker axis. If at most these

two sections lie at the ends of the 1.5 . whis.&er section, the axial

twist is not less than 22" per micron; thus the 5.03 A Burgers vector

is likely.

There are many reasons for a discrepancy between the calculated

and observed axial twist: (1) both the cross section and the axial

twist were not accurately determined, (2) the elastic anisotropy of

M-Fe 2 0 3 may be important and should be included in the theory. (3) the

dislocation strain may have a planar character which would alter the

strain distribution near the core. (4) the discrete atomic structure and

the de:reased stress at high strain near the dislocation should result

in a slightly smaller twist than that calculated by the simple formula of

Eshelby. and (5) surface stresses may decrease the axial twist.

-34-
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5.2.4 Strain Energy of a Whisker

A detailed discussion is given in Appendix X. The expression

for the strain energy of a screw dislocation in a twisted rod is given

by Friedel. 1 9 Cottrell"° and Weertman and Weertman21 provide estimations

of the entropy contribution for the formation of a screw dislocation.

They conclude that dislocations are unstable. The strain energy, even

near the melting point, outweighs the entropy contribution to the free

energ'.

For a whisker of 100 A radius with a hole radius of 5 A and a
12 -2

shear modulus of 10 dynes cm , the strain energy is 0.09 kc.J/mole.

For a rod of these dimensions about 952 of the strain energy is contained

in a half of the volume of the crystal within the radius RI/,.

5.2.5 Difrraction from a Rod with an Axial Screw Dislocation

W'Ison1 5 has given a theoretical treatment of the diffraction

from a cylinrrical crystal with an axial screw dislocation. Wilson's

mathematical description of the crystal fails to take into account the

axial twist, probably because it was not generally recognized at that

time. For the real case of a cylindrical crystal with an axial screw

dislocation, such as a whisker, the axial twist may be as Important as

the screw dislocation. Appendix XI presents a more detailed discussion

of the special diffraction effects.

5.2.6 Conaprison with Earlier Work

Miyake." reported in 1937 a preferred orientation in the

electron diffraction pattern of a-Fe 20 3 formed on an oxidized iron

specimen. He stated that the (101) structural rhombohedral plane was

parallel to the surface. Apparently lack of knowledge of the existence

of oxide whiskers precluded a complete interpretation. The (101)

structural rhombohec--A plant given by Miyake Is normal to the whisker

axis we have determined.

-35-
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Takagi1 determined the growth axis of localized a-Fe203 growths

using diffraction patterns of individual growths. That Takagi's work

preceded the general recognition of axial twist apparently explains his

failure to recognize the rotation pattern. Takagi oxidized pure iron in

flowing dry oxygen, but not so dry as to prevent th,! formation of oxide

platelets. lie observed that whiskers and sometimes smaller blades grew

from broken bases of blades. This and other observations suggested that

growth is from the top. Takagi postulated a screw dislocation mechanism

for the localized growths. He considered surface diffusion to irovide

the transfer of metal.

Bigot'3 and Talbot and Bigot4 failed to correctly analyze

their selected-aiea electron diffraction patterns of i-Fe03 whiskers

and platelets. They gave no indexing for their whisker rotation patterns.

Instead they determined the whisker axis on the basis that the most

intense pots are aligned parallel to the smallest dimension of the

crystal. They gave incorrectly the structural hexagonal direction [IO100

as the whisker axis without supporting data. The most intense arc in

the fiber texture pattern for whiskers on an oxidized iron surface is at

90* to the surface in the 1120 ring. This results from the preferred

orientation of the (1120) planes, which are normal to the 111201 whisker

axis. Thus, the most intense arc is on a normal to the 110101 direction,

but this is not the whisker axis.

5.3 POINTED BLADE-SHAPED PLATELETS

5.3.1 .orpholo ical Description

Figure 11 shows an electron micrograph of an assembly of hIjde-

like oxide platelets formed on anntaled pure iron when reacted in IOM

water vapor and 90Z jr-on containing .1 trace of oxygen f(r 2S hours it

40OC. Blade-like platetets grown under other reaction condition% u%;nwi

water vapor -and oxygen exhibit nimilar lengthx. thicknesses, and ra'or

of vwdth to length. Differencrs are found in the tip shape%, in the

- 26-



Fig. 11 -Pointed blade-like platelets at the
edge of an iron wire after 24 hours
at 450"C in 10Z H20 in argoa with a
trace of oxygen.

Fig. 12 - Selected-area mode, a- 7 .et3 pointed
bl-ede-like platelets at the edge of
a wire.
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presence of striated growth parterns on the faces, and in the presence

of curvature in the plane of the oxide platelet. Electron diffraction

aidlyses of many of these platelets suggest that all of such platelets

have essentially Lhe same structure.

Figure 12 shows a selected area diffraction pattern for a

number of blade-like platelets at one edge of aa oxidized wire. Such

fiber textur, patterns are satisfactorily indexed by the 2 -20 3 unit

cell. This confirms the results of an earlier study 5 in which the

electron diffraction pattern for platelets was f-und to be the a-FE2 03

Fowder diffraction pattern. Table 7 shows the d hkl values, the

intensities, and the three indexing systems for a-Fe2 0 The conventional

structural rhombohedral P and hexagonal indices and the face-centered

rhombohedral F indices are given. The geometry of the rnombrhedral F

system iL readily understood as a smal. distortion of cubic geometry.

The indices used, unless otherwise indicated, refer to the rhombohedral

F ý.ystem.

In Figure 12 the regions of greatest intensity lie in the 202

ring. Arcs of weak III reflections together with possible Ill spots,

both forbidden, nre apparent near the center.

5.3.2 Analyses of Selected ArMi Diffraction Patterns

E*ghc different selected areta patterns have been indexed. Six

of these are shown in Figures 13, 14, and 15. The axis of the blades

was found to be [220], i.e. [i120] and [101] in the conventionai.

structural hexagonal and rhombohedral systems, respectively. This axis

is the fiber axis of the fiber texturL patterns from surfaces with dense

growths of blades.

Th- most striking characteristic of the ulade diffraction is

that resulting from the reciprocal lattice rods normal to tile blade

face. This face is (111), and the Lods show a distortea hexagonal

pattern corresponding to the three-fold symmetry of the <ill> body
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TABLE 7

a-Fe2 03 d-values, Intensities, 2 5 and Indices

Indices

T/I db Hexagonal Rhomb. P Rhomb. F
o hkil hkil hkl hkl

4.5790 A 0003 111 ill

--- 4. 1 5 3 6 a 1011 100 iil

25 3.6795 0112 110 200

100 2.6973 1014 211 202

50 2.5158 1120 0l1 220

-- 2.3240a 0115 221 311

2 2.2895 0006 222 222

30 2.2050 1123 210 311

--- 2. 1 51 9a 0221 ill 311

2 2.0768 2022 200 252

40 1.8398 0224 220 400

-- 1. 78 9 3a 1017 322 313

-- 1.7071a 2025 311 313

60 1.6933 1126 321 402

4 1.6353 2131 201 331

--- 1.6016 1232 211 420

6 1.5976 0118 332 422

--- 1. 5 2 6 3 a 0009 333 333

35 1.4851 2134 310 432

--- 1.4582a 0227 331 511

35 1.4525 3030 211 242

-- 1.4126 1235 320 511

a. Absent for a-Fe2 03 for hh0l: 1 - 2m required.

b. Calculated from the hexagonal dimensions, 2 5 a = 5.0317,
c = 13.737 •.
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diagonal of a cube. Figure 16 shows at lower left the nearly hexagonal

electron diffraction pittern, or cross section of the reciprocal lattice,

obtained with the beam normal, or nearly normal, to the blade face. All

the rods produce spots in all the patterns, and all the spots correspond

to rods. Thus the diffraction patterns in general result from a tilt

of the rods in the beam and are based on a correspondingly distorted and

enlarged hexagon. To be precise, however, the curvature of the reflecting

sphere results in the rows of the pattern'being concave in the direction

of th.! tilt of the blade face from the position normal to the beam.

The angle measured at the tip of the blade image can be

calculated from the tilt, which can be calculated from the dimensions

of the pattern. The images and patterris in every case conform at least

approximately to the expected geometry, and the conformity is exact to

well within the errors in measurement where calculations have been made.

The indexing of the selected area diffraction patterns can be accomplished

with the aid of a reciprocal lattice model, and with drawings of the

reciprocal lattice nets normal to the growth axis, showing the nets for

both twin orientations. The mirror plane intersects each such net in

a mirror line normal to the reciprocal lattice rods. Thus the mirror

twin of a reciprocal point lies on the same rod. The indexing was most

readily accomplished by indexing two intense spots correctly as consistent

with the growth axis projection, thus fixing the reflecting sphere

approximately. Then each of the other intense spots was found at the

intersection of the reflecting sphere with the appropriate rod of the

appropriate drawing. Each drawing, or net, corresponds to a row of

spots normal to the projection of the blade axis; and each rod of a

drawing, to a point in the corresponding row.

Figure 13a shows the pattern obtained when the beam is nearly

normal to the blade face, also illustrated in Figure 16. Figure 13b

shows the pattern when the blade is tilted about its axis so that the

beam is nearly normal to the three-fold axis. The twin indices, where

they are necessary, given for twinning by two-fold rotation about the

normal to the blade face, are underlined in all these patterns.
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Figure 14a results from a slight tilt of the blade approximately

about [1121 (normal to the blade axis and in the blade face). It is thus

closely related to Figure 13a in dimensions and indexing. Figure 13b

results from a slightly greater tilt approximately about 11121. The

four central indexed spots are indexed the same in each case. Such

J anomalies are explained as follows: Only two geometrical (infinitesimal)

points and the origin can lie on the reflecting sphere at once, and in

general none lie exactly on the sphere (except the origin). The extent

along the rods of the interference regions associated with the index

points is believed to be the principal cause of the high intensities

observed in so many spots. No tilting of the specimen stage was

attempted--the patterns are for different blades as they were found.

The pattern of Figure 15a shows indexed point rows at a little

less than 900 which would be found normal to one another (and indexed

otherwise) in the untwinned lattice. Extreme distortion of the hexagonal

pattern is illustrated in this figure. The "first layer line" in this

pattern passes through 202 and 200. Figure 15b shows another distorted

hexagonal pattern. In this pattern, 400 to 400 is the zero layer line.

We conclude that most of the selected area diffraction patterns

can ue indexed only for two crystals with orientations related by

mirroring on the blade face plane (111). The blade face has the

corresponding indices, (1101) and (010), using the conventional

structural hexagonal and rhombohedral unit cells. The twinning may be

present, but is not required in indexing the patterns for a few special

orientations, e.g. Figure A3a.

In order that the indices given refer to right-handed coordinate

systems, the twins are related by a two-fold rotation about the normal to

the twin plane. In the a-Fe203 blade-like platelet, the twins are also

related by a two-fold rotation about [1121, which lies in the mirror

plane norinal to the blade axis, [2201.

4
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The a-Fe203 blade-like platelet morphology is shown in Figure 17.
In Figure 17, we use the more conventional structural rhombohedral unit

cell for presenting the results. The blade face and blade axis are

indexed also by the structural hexagonal unit cell.

The orientation of the twins is shown in Figure 17. The blade

tip angle, roughly determined from electron micrographs, indicates that

the blade tip edges can be described as follows: In the face-centered

rhombohedral F unit cell, the blade tip edges lie along 112T] and [211]

directions. The blade tip angle is calculated to be 64"57', which

compares to the 60* angle found in the cubic system. Figure 17 shows

the blade tip edges lying along (2011 and [1u21 in the structural

rhombohedral unit cell.

The two blade tip edge directions are equivalent, but not with

respect to the blade. The tip edge directions given are the inter-

sections of planes in mirror orientation to one another which Intersect

in reentrant edges at one tip edge and non-reentrant edges at the other.

These planes are indexed (202) and (022) in the face-centered rhombuhedral

system, planes which are normal to (111) in the cubic system. Figure 17

shows the indexing of the tip edge in the structural rhombohedral unit

cell. The reentrant edge angle is 173*24.3'.

5.3.3 Discussion of Platelet Morphology

General features of the blode-like platelet morphology remain

undetermined. First, the number of twins has nut been determined. There

may be more than one twin interface. Second, the structure of the twin

interface has not been determined. It is not known whether a mirror

plane exists in the structure. (Only the twin orientations are known to

be related by a mirror plane.) Third, the tip faceting has not been

observed. The planes shown as facets in Figure 17 do not necessarily

occur as tacets.
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The asymmetry of the tip could explain an asymmetrical tip

image for the case of a two-twin blade. For three twins, the structure

would have a two-fold axis along its length, so that no asyimmetry in the

tip would be predicted.

Many blade images show a line down the center to the tip with

usually uniform but different transmission of electrons on opposite sides

of the line. This line appears to be the trace of the tip point. The

asymmetry of the tip may result in a thickness diffarence because the

growth mechanisms at the two tip edges are not identical. For example,

growth steps may nucleate more readily at the reentrant edge. That the

center line results only from the tip growth mechanism is suggested by

the absence of this line for blades with rounded tips. The features of

the blade faces result from thickness contrast and some thickness

variations are traces of the tip edges.

Except for the effect of the apparent thickness variation

across the center line, the uniform contrast of the well-fortm 3 unbent

blades and the bend contours of the few highly bent blades suggest

nothing more complex than the simple twinned morphology. The dark field

images obtained show either the whole blade in nearly uniform contrast

or bend contours, further confirming that the twins extend across the

whole surface of the blade.

5.3.4 Anomalous Diffraction

In addition to the reciprocal lattice rods on which lie all

the i-Fe 20 3-indexed points. it appears from weak unindexed spots that

parallel to each of these rods are two satelllt"- rods. These satellite

rods are positioned along the blade axis at one sixth of the repeit

distance between the index rods. The reflections assvciated with these

rods appear slightly elongated normal to the blade axis.
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5.3.5 Comparison with Earlier Work
SBigot3 and Talbot and Bigot failed to correctly analyze

their selected-area electron diffraction patterns of 0-Fe 203 blade-like

platelets. Bigot.3 attributes di!fraction patterns of blade-like

platelets to Y-Fe 2 0 3 without presenting numerical data. They comment

that the pattern dimensions are too small for the (0001) structural

hexagonal plane of i-Fe2 0 The indexing corresponds to a beam dirv,-'tcd

along 11101 of cubic f-Fe20 3. The expe-cted angles for a-Fel03 are 60,

.and for '-FeO 3 ,0 54*44'.

The relative pattern dimensions are only slightly 4iaf'-rte"

from those to be expected for orientation of the beam parallel to the

a-Fe20 3 11101 face-centered rhomboheural direction. A curvature of the

rows par•llei to [11201 er j120}, (structural hexagonal and rhombohedral

indices, respectively) results from the angle of the beam to the

rettnrocal lattice rods. This curvature is expected for a thin i-Fe,O

ý-rvstal with (111) faces and with the beam along 1110). The direction

of curvature indicates the (111) orientation in the beam. That the

misalignment of the beam from 1[101 is not in the (1100) structural

hexagonal plan- follows from the fact that the symmetry of the intensities

is lost and the pattern is skewed, or sheared. twe degrees. The angle of

0:: to 42Z in the (011) plane of the cubic system is 54*44'. .herpas the

corresponding angles by Bigot's indexing measured in Bitot's pattern aire

Ko.ut 51"*2' and 54*30'. The corresponding angles in i-Fe 0 should be

5.&49'. Tho ma.sured angles differ from 53•49' as a result of the qkewed

nature of the pattern. This distortion also results it discrepancies of

up to 3t in the relative d-spacings calculated from the pattern.

The corresponding spacings for *-Fe,0 3 are about li-ltd grreai'r

than those for a-Fe 2%. It would Appear that such a varia!in in the

,nstrument constant for selec'ed area difffalzUon w3a. arkpte4 by !i~'t 4

in indexing thc pattern an "6-Fe1 0

i
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Some of the details of the intensities in Bigot's pattErn are

not simply interpreted; but otherwise, the pattern can be indexed for

a-Fe2 0 Twinning is neither required nor precluded in this indexing.

5.3.6 Novel Character of the a-Fe203 Platelet Structure

Palache"' et al. state that lamellar twinning on 10111 is

common in natural corundum (a-A1 203, sapphire) and natural hematite

(i-Fe20 3 ). The indices used are morphological hexagonal and are the

indices of the morphological rhombohedral surfaces (1001. The twianing

we have studied in i-Fe203 blade-like platelets is on the structural

rhombohedral surfaces. These ,ice the morphological hexagonal (02211

and morphological rhombohedral 111) planes.

We have not found any evidence in the literature for twinning

on the rhombohedral planes of the structural rhombohedron for a-Fe203 or

isomorphous minerals. We conclude that this is not a common twinning

relation for the crystal growth mechanisms of minerals, which involve

some type of deposition. We suggest that if the blade-like platelet

growth proceeds by a surface transport mechanism, the same morphology

should be found in minerals. That is, if the mobile species of a surface

transport mechanism deposit a-Fe 20 3 preferentially where the twin plane

intersects the surface, the species of mineral deposition processes

shiould find the same sites suitable for deposition. The nucleation of

such twins might also be expected to be favored.
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6. THE TRANSPORT MECHANISMS OF LOCALIZED GROWTHS

6.1 ARGUMENTS FOR INTERNAL DIFFUSION

Three mechanisms have been put forward for the growth of oxide

whiskers: (1) surface diffusion to the tip of the whisker, (2) extrusion

from the oxide, and (3) growth by internal diffusion in a hole or screw

dislocation.

The possibility that the a-Fe203 whiskers or blades result

from some extrusion process seems unlikely because the growths are so

uniform and are apparently of high crystalline perfection. Furthermore

Takagi4 has observed growth from the tip.

It is also unlikely that a-Fe 0 whiskers and platelets could
2 3

grow by a surface transport mechanism, as suggested by Takagi,2 from a

surface with competing c-Fe 203 surface growth mechanisms. The hypothesis

of a surface growth mechanism would require that other growth mechanisms

or the existence of a-Fe203 crystals growing by only mechanisms other

than the mechanism of whisker tip growth be very limited. The existence

of species and mechanisms for surface transport of iron sufficient to

produc. `' ripid growtn rates and ahe extreme iengLhr f the &-Fe U

whiskers is not known and is unlikely because of the stability of the

Fe304 from which the iron would be transported. Furthermore, the

nucleation of a-Fe 203 on Fe304 is a common phenomenon and involves only

a change from cubic close-packing to a distorted hexagonal close-packing

of oxygen in the 0-Fe20 lattice together with a change in the iron

positions. One cannot readily propose that the driving force for rapid

diffusion to the a-Fe20.., whisker tips can be provided by high

concentrations of iron species mobile on the Fe 0 surfaces.
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There is evidence that surface transport is negligible in the

absence of growth about the areas of contact between whiskers or blades

which touch one another. This is readily observable for pairs of

whiskers which grow about one another in a loosegpiral. A reduction of

surface free energy should provide the driving force for growth about

some of the areas where the whiskers are in cuntact. Areas of contact

might provide ready sites for the nucleation of growth on the whisker

surfaces. No such local thickening or growth between the whiskers is I
S~observed, however.

The vapor transport of iron by species resulting from the

reaction of Fe 304 or Fe 203 with oxygen or water vapor (except for high

density steam) is not a commonly recognized phenomenon. That the long

history of technical application and laboratory experimentation with

iron and steel has failed to introduce into the literature readily

avaiiable evidence of such vapor transport provides a good argument that I
no important vapor transport exists.

Rapid growth rates of about 106 cm/sec would require an iron I
species vapor pressure at 500%C of at least about 10 torr. This is

based on the incidence rate on 100 times the growing surface, with an

accommodation coefficient of one. Realistic estimates would be higher.

Excluding the possibility of surface diffusion would alone increase the I
estimate to 10 tcrr, much more than could have remained undetected.

6.2 GROWTH RATES 1
Good measurements of the growth rates of oxide whiskers or

platelets are not yet available. Pease and Ploc 2 7 have observed initial

growth rates at 500%C of over 0.2 p/min., an average rate over five

minutes. Takagi4 observed growth rates up to 2 o/min. at 700%C in the

first minute. Whether the growth observed in these cases should be

classified a whiskers or platelets cannot be determined from the

information given.

I
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6.3 GROWTH OF WHISKERS WITH AXIAL SCREW DISLOCATIONS

The morphological studies presented demonstrate that the most

simple oxide whiskers are single crystals of high cryvrtsline perfection

and show axial twist. The latter property Is strong evidence for a

screw dislocation at the center of the whisker. Fig. 18 shows a model

for the whisker growth on iron. The whisker contains an internal hole

or screw dislocation core where grain boundary or internal surface

diffusion of iron occurs along a gradient in chemical potential.

Host of the growth occurs by reaction with oxygen atoms or

ions at the tip of the whisker. Since the diameter is nearly uniform,

it follows that cationic mobility is much smaller in the lattice than

along the dislocation.

The structure of the sections where the cation diffusion rate

is high cannot be given at this time. It may be that information on

these structures is contained in the anomalous diffraction. The structure

in the immediate vicinity of the screw dislocation must show ions either

displaced by the strain into some distortion of the u-Fe 0 structure,
2 3

or otherwise positioned, possibly in some disordered structure. In

either type of structure, diffusion coefficients would be expected to

be different from those in the much less distorted structure of more than

half of the cross section of the whisker. This outer region probably

exhibits the bulk or lattice ionic diffus'-n coefficients.

Appendix IX describes the lattice distortion in a rod with an

axial screw dislocation.

6.3.1 Estimation of the Diffusion Cr.fficients for Axial Diffusion
in Whiskers

Appendix XII provides values for the chemical potentiel

difference driving the transport of iron which results it1 whisker (and

platelet) growth. Appendix X111 provides the relationship whereby the

flux and the driving force can be used to calculate a diffusion

coefficient,

-53-
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Di RTJ (I + m1•n(1)

ý i ax ý nni

Rewriting in terms of atomic energies, we have

;a Zn yi

. -NkT (-•) (1 + - (2)
1 RU n n n

ax

This could be usefully rewritten by substituting, from Appendix XII,

1/2
A en p0 2

30, "ý1 n2 02 S.. . .- - RT
Tx Ax n1  Ax

The value of the flux of iron atoms, J, can be calculated

from the whisker growth rate, t, and an arbitrary cross section for thedilctoncr,•2 (r2,
dislocation core, rr 2, as follows: J = ni (Z/r)2 where n is the number022 - 3

density of iron atoms in a-Fe 20 3, 3.984 x 102cm , and Z is the radius

of the whisker. The value of n varies with the chemical potential;

however, one may make use of an approximation -I M n for the calculation

of D from (2). Note that (J/nI) is the arrival rate of iron atoms, 2

J-r , divided by the number density along the dislocation line, nlvr
--1

Such a concentration, in atoms c. , Lould be used to eliminate the

arbitrary core cross aection.

The core of the dislocation need not have the composition of

the perfect lattice (however, local equilibrium would mean local equality

of ionic actlvizies). The variation in chemical potential along the core

may simply correspond to a variation in the iron concentration, nl,

increasing from the tip to the base. If the structure of the core Is an

ordered one, and if it has a constant repeat distance along the dislocation,

then a smaller n1 near the tip would mean iron vacancies in the core
+4 -lattice, Iron vacancies are accompanied by positive holes (Fe , 0 . or

02) or a decrease in the number of free electrons (Fe ++). If, on the

-55-
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other hand, the irc does not have an ordered structure, these electronic

species would not neces-.;arily be associated with vacancies. The iron

atom motion might be described by cooperative atomic movements rather

than by vacancy movement. In addition to ditfusion, a liquid-like core

might flow in a pressure gradient, with both iron and oxygen moving to

the tip.

Whatever the real mechanism, it is useful to estimate the

diffusion coefficient for comparison with diffusion data. We do not

have good values of J and Z as functions of . and T. We will estimate

i - 10-6 cm sec-1 and Z - 10-6 cm at i - 10-4 cm, for T - 800*K. This

is a somewhat aroitrarv, probably high estimate of the largest growth

rate to he expected. Comparing the data given by Takagi,4 the diftusion

coefficient calculated from these data might be large by a factor of ten

because I and Z are larger than might be the case.

The averave noeed of the iron atoms along the dislocation is

J/n - . (Z/r) 2 10-6 cm sec-1 10 4/32

I-3 -I
- 1.11 x cm sec 1

where r 3 x 10 cm has been chosen arbitrarily as the core radius.

From Appendix XII, ýIN - -3.09 x 10-12 ergs/atom Fe. Taking

-'.x , ('l h:, ' - , . y .

- - - - 3.09 x 10 dynes.

Assung Fe , and substituting in equation (2). we have, forAssuing •n Fe

iron in the whisker core.

-lb -1-1

D )A()%4t  0 x rK " ROW * 1.11 x 10-o cm %cc

W 1. 19 10o8 d'ncr.

-9 1 -1
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-3
1.11 x 10 cm/sec 4.-1 -1

The mobillty is BW D /kT J.59 X 1 crm sec dyne
W 3.09 x 10- dyne

The electrical conductivitv of the ferric ions of this
-.1 -1

arbitrary core cross section is calculated to be 33.0 ohm cm . The

electrical conductance by the iron in a length of core may he greater,

under some conditions, than the electronic conductance of the whisker.

6.3.2 Comparison with Measured Diffusion Coefficients for Iron in
ct-Fe2 03

Hagel' provides a review of data on ionic diffusion in

hematite. He quotes the lattice diffusion coefficient of iron,

4 x 105 exp (-112,000/RT), determined by Lindner. 2 9 Values calculated
-30 2 -1 -25 2 -1

from this expression are 4.28 x 10 cm sec and 1.00 x 10 cm sec

at 700*K and 800*K, respectively.

If one assumes that the diffusion in dislocations (both edge

and screw) is effectively that through 108 cm- 2 screw dislocations

normal to the cross section, then the diffusion coefficient normal to

the cross section, at 800*K, is 108 cm x 10-8 cm) 2

1-9 2 -1 12 1-15 2 -1
3.97 x 10 cm sec I 1.12 x 10 cm sec . This is greater than

-25 2 -1
the extrapolated lattice diffusion coefficient, 10- cm sec- , by a

10
factor of 10 , and ti equal tc O-'t measured by Lindner 2 3 at about

12000K (926.85iC).

-15 -1This value, 10 4,m sec , exceeds values of the diffusion

coefficient measured by Coble1  below q50*C (1223.15*K) using the

shrinkage on sinterinrg. At 750*C (1023.15"K). Coble measured a diffusion
-18 2 -I -15 2 -1

coefficient of 10 cm sec , much less than the 10 cm sec

calculated above for 526.8S*C (300K). Thus screw dislocations with

diffusion characteristics like those in the whiskers did not add

significantly to the diffusion measured. Since the Fe,0 particles used
S3

by Coblc averaged only 1300 A in diameter, simple dislocation% could be

-57-
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effective only in rare instances of small-angle grain boundaries between

the particles. The particles were too small to contain significant

concentrations of dislocations.

In the case of Lindner's measurements 23 in the range 950* to

1250°C, the tracer diffusion measured may have 'een essentially lattice

diffusion even in the presence of a significant dislocation density.

This might result if the diffusion in the dislocation were like that along

an idealized row of atoms, for which the correlation factorJ 1 is ideally

zero. Such would be the case if the vacancies associated with a

dislocation were confined to a row, i.e., the vacancy distribution

outside the row would be uniform.

A further hypothesis required to explain the small measured

diffusion coefficients is that neither edge dislocations nor grain

boundaries in general provide paths for diffusion with diffusion

coefficients comparable to that calculated for whisker diffusion. If

the twin bouhdary of the platelet PrTvides a comparable diffusion path,

one would expect the same rf other grain boundaries. It seems excessive

to hypothesize that the correlation factors are near zero for all

dislocations and grain boundaries.

6.3.3 Comparison with Diffusion Coefficients in Other Material,

Hduffe 32 provides tables of diffusion coefficients including

2 -I
pre-exponential factors DO cm sec and activation energies AU kcal/g-atom.

The diffusion coefficient for iron in the whibker kore. DW, was estimated
9 2 -1

above Lo be about 4 x 10 cm sec . This was judged to be probably

large, be,-ause the growth rate was purposefully chosen large. Nevertheles-,

,anv diffusion coefficients can Se calculated to be As great or greater

at 800UK. Sotic ot thest are for interstir'Id. for which no vacancies

need be created. Others are fr -- ,rices which apparently have large

vacancy contrntrations and small activation energies for vacancv

migration. These materials are soft, or may be near a melting point or

other transition. It may be that *me of the diffusion coefficients
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Hauffe lists were incorre, tIv measured, and some, may •ho Ia.-rge grair

boundary or dislo:ation diffusicn. Table 8 lists ta tfrom H.•utffe

together with calculationq of diffusion coefficients at 800K trom the

DO Pnd .U values. This data suggest-. that the value 4 x 10- 9rM2 er" -1

is not excessive. The core can be considered to provide easy iron

mobtlitv and a high cffective vacancy concentration.

Stich a jarge diffusion c'oefficient may be unknown for triplv-

charged cations in solid oxides. Grieveson and TurkdoganJ 3 estimate-

from data on molten FeO the seif-diffusivity of lion at i5O5C to be
-h 2 .-1 .6x10-' x(1.5 + 0.5) x 10- cm' sec-. If this is writte;• 1.46 x 10" exp

(16,800 cal/mcie/RT), the value at 800'K is 3.97 x 10-9 cm2 c -1.

have no compelling argument for ,such an activation energy. The values

calculated from Hauffe's table tor FeO and Fee at R0OOK are in the

range of DW. This suggests that the whis.er diffusion need not involve

special mechanisms such as the crowdion mechanism, or flow in a pressure

gradient.

It should be kept in mind, however, that the whisker growth

rate, the core cross section, and ther,-fore, DWI are not known accurately.

It remains to be seen whether DO can be predic'ed satisfactorily from

some acceptable model of the core structure.

6.3.4 Consideration of Radial ýrowt, by Latti,,e Dlffusion

Equation (7) of Aprendi-: XiV eives t"he tiii req-uitred •or a

whisker to gron by ra'!lal J-!- fusion of irua ron r-todi. t o Z.

2 r' (x (tn x - 112) - x (4n x 1/.11
0 p

where r is the rudilus of th- ý r. ý wrhih ah i it consn;lt. X -Z/r).

and X (Z !/') Asting w-qullrs -ith O'e ox-.-gcn In air st the

0 0

core provides m :-axiau. activ!tv Aradihrot dO -3 1niiuu t':.-, T.t;b Q 9

"lists va.ues of D 4 4 x 1I0 exp (-II 2.,l0/RT) vnd Wtg t between
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TABLE 8

Diffusion Coefficient Data from Hauffe
(Calculated Values in Parentheses)

Diffusing Range D a U D
Metal Medium toC cm2 sc-1 kcal mole 1  cm sec TK

se cal mole- - - - -

Cd, AgBr 2-4 mol 2 ..... 0.9 x 10-4 672

Pb H" AgCI 0.63 mol % PbC1 2  --- 2.4 x 10- 7  542

Sb+'H AgSbS 2  ---.--- 4 x 10- 7  673

Cu Ge 700-900 1.9 x 10-4 4.1 (1.4 x 10-) 800

Li Ge -- 2.5 x 10-3 11.8 (1.2 x 10-3) 800

Fe Si 900-1400 6.2 x 10-3 20.0 (2.2 x 10 -8) 800

K+ SiO2  300-500 0.18 31.7 (4.0 x 10- 1) 800

Ag106 a-Ag 2 SO4  430-700 2.4 26.7 (1.3 x 10-7 ) 800

Ag106 8-Ag 2 S 179 1.4 x 10-2 11.1 (1.4 x 10 -5) 800

Ag106 c-Ag 2 S 200-400 2.8 x 10-4 3.45 (3.2 x 10-4 ) 800

Fe55 CaFe 2 04  800-1200 0.4 72.0 (0.9 x 10-20) 800

Fe55 FeO 699-983 0.118 29.7 (0.9 x 10- 9) 800

Fe55 Fe304 799-987 5.2 55.0 (5.2 x 10- 15) 800

55 5 -25
Fe a-Fe 0 900-1,300 4.0 x 10 112.0 (1.0 x 10-) 800

2 3

Fe55 ZnFe204 800-1300 8.5 x 102 82.0 (1.9 x 10-20) 800

Fe55 FeS 799-900 (1.2 x 10 -3) (20.4) (3.16 x 10 -9) 800
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air and the Fe 304 interface. Times are given, for growth by radial

lattice diffusion of iron, from a radius Z - 100A to Z - 150X, for coreo

radii r - 3, 10, and 30A.t

TABLE 9

Radial Growth by the Lattice Diffusion oi Iron

Times t-t
0D10A l0_lo

T0K tC 1  1 0 O 3A 10A 30A
1-25

800 526.85 1.00 x 10 16.190 26,300 17,800 10,100 yrs

1100 826.85 2.23 x 10-17 7.554 134 90.6 51.3 min
1-15

1200 926.85 1.60 x 10 5.666 2.49 1.69 0.956 min

This calculatiua, which assumes the maximum D independent of
1

oxygen activity, shows the drpendence of the rate of radial growth on

the choice uf r to be relatively unimportant. At 800*K, essentially no

radial growth occurs in the minutes or hours of reaction time. Any

tapering of the whiskers should not be ascribed to lattice diffusion

except perhips near the high temperature limit. In the absence of

lattice anO surface diffusion, the whisker cross section defines an

effective ti" cross section. That is, the shape of the whisker behind

an effective tip length has been determined for the duration of oxidation

in the loboratory. Takagi4 measured a smooth increase in minimum whisker
0

thickness from about 60A at 4500 C to 650A at 900*C. This and Takagi's

further observations on whisker thicknesses may be explained as the

result of diffusion from the core to the edge of the tip carrying iron

farther at higher growth rates to give greater thicknesses.

The upper limit of temperature for the observation of whiskers,

900*C, may result from the effect of radial lattice diffusion of iron.

Radial lattice diffusion would decrease the iron activity gradient along

the whisker core, thus decreasing the length growth rate. It may be that

iron lattice diffusion affects the unknown process which delivers iron

to the base of the whisker.

-61-
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Hagel 2 8 has measured the diffusion of oxygen in %-Fco 3. His

value, D2 = 2.04 exp (-77,900/Rr), was measured in the temperature range

900-1250C at 125 torr ;xygen pressure. He assumes D2 varies as p02

according to the equation,

Oo --1 02 + V- + 2 e .

0 2 2 0 2

Salmon, 34 however, hat found his x-Fe 2 0 3 composition data to be
-1/4

interpreted by a relation which would give p0  dependence. It is notP2

clear that this relation has been determined unambiguously by Salmon.

His derivation refers to iron interstitials rather than to oxygen

vacancies, whereas we assume the latte: here.

The value of D2 at 800*K and 125 torr according to Hagel's

D2 - 2.04 exp (-77,90G/RT) is 1.07 x 10"21 cm2 sec -. Pressure dependence

-116 and p-1/4 give values 5.12 x 10-19 and 1.10 x 1017 cm2 sec-1

2 p 16.868, 0 ,
respectively at p0 2 10, the equilibrium pressure at the Fe 03-

Fe203 interface. Thus D2 may be greater than DI by a factor of

5 x 106 to 1.1 x 108 at that interface. An upper limit on the diffusion

of oxygen into the whisker can be obtained by taking the maximum D2 ,

which is that at the Fe.0 4 interface, and the maximum a~ctivity gradient.

As before, the core is assumed to have the Fe 304 irterface activity.

This upper limit on the oxyger. diffuslon raze into the r a 3 1 core of

a whisker of 130A radius at 8GO*& is equivalent to a fractional increase

in cross section per hour of 1.C0 x IC2 ar 0.236 for pressure dependences
-1/6 -1/4

of p02 and po2 , respectively. rhese values are equivalent to

the growth of cylinders %f 3.5 A an% 16 A dianeter, respectively, at the

core per minute.

Assuming a constant activity gradient along the core length.

che 02/4 oxygen ditfuslon uppu, limit tor a & • whisker of 130 1

radius growing at 0.335 ../ff-iu is equivalent to 0.56Z of the iron diffusion

along the core. Thus the rcdinl oxy-er lattice diffusion at 800'K is not

necesssrily expected to decrease bignifianLl; lhe iton ctaity gradient

along the core. At about 850%C, however, ll,ý 1tt&ce diffusion of oxygen
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in a-Fe203 at its lower limit in equilibrium with air could produce a

radial ,liffusion rate into the whisker core equivalent to the rate of

axial diffusion of iron. Thus it may be the oxygen lattice diffusion

which determines the upper temperature limit foi whisker growth by I,
eliminating the iron activity gradient. This effect may be evidenced

by the decrease in whisker growth rate with increasing temperature above

700-750°C found by Takagi.4 Whether oxygen diffuses rapidly along the

whisker core is not suggested by the whisker growth phenomenon and is

not known otherwise.

6.4 THE TRANSPORT MECHANISMS FOR BLADE-LIKE PLATELET GROWTH

The blade-like platelets grow by the internal transport of

iron to the tip. Their limited thickness can readily be understood as

a result of internal diffusion along a plane interface. Platelet

thickness would be expected to taper from the base if platelets grew

by surface diffusion. Platelet surfaces, as revealed by thickness

contours, are commonly at lpast slightly imperfe't, so that further

growth could occur readily; but platelets generally appear uniform in

thickness along the lengths observed.

The model for growth of blade-shaped oxide platelets is shown

in Figure 17. The platelet must contain one or more twin interfaces.

These provide paths for the internal diffusion of iron atoms which

results In the growth.

The flat elongated structure of the blade-like platelets
indicates that there are several ionic diffusion coefficients operating.

The lattice diffusion of iron normal to the blade face is small, so that

the blade remains thin. The transport at the twin interface normal to

the blade axis is greater; so that the blade grows more broad as it

grows longer. The transport at the twin interface and along the blade

axis is greatest. so that the blade grows long. Transport over the tip

surface is small, so that the blade grows thin.
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Since the ferric ions fill only two-thirds of the octahedral

holes in a-Fe 2 03 , the remaining holes are available for diffusion of

ferric ions. At the twin interface holes may be pnsitioned more

favorably for iron atom diffusion than in the perfect x-Fe 203 structure.

The paths along the blade axis are far more favorable. A convincing

model for the twin interface allowing rapid diffusion in one direction

is needed. The twin interface acts like a row of dislocations in

alluwing rapid growth in one direction.

i

I
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7. SUMMARY OF INFORMATION ON GROWTH MORPHOLOGY AND MECHANISMS

The whiskers and blade-like iron oxide platelets observed by

electron microscopy to have grown so as to extend out of the oxide films

on the surface of pure iron have been studied. Electron diffraction

from the oxidized surface by large numbers of these growths show that

the outgrowths consist of a-Fe 2 0 Such fiber-texture patterns show

the fiber axis to be [1120], in agreement with the selected-area electron

diffraction patterns. The latter show also that the whiskers have an

axial twist and that the blades are twinned on the blade face plane,

the (010) structural rhombohedral surface. The straight edges at the

blade tip have prominent crystallographic directions. The asymmetry of

the blade image in outline and in contrast corresponds to the asymmetry

of the twinned structure. The most simple whiskers have a single axial

screw dislocation with a 5.03 A Burgers vector. The whiskers are

distinguished from the platelets by their whisker-like shape. These

shape differences are believed to correspond to the structural

differences we have determined, the whiskers having axial screw

dislocations without twinning, and platelets having twinning without

dislocations.

It hns not yet been determined, however, that the rounded j

platelets which show bend contours have the same twin structure as the

blades, and the bending is not understood.

Anisotropy in the diffusion of iron in the twin interface,

together with apparently negligible lattice diffusion of iron, is

believed to result in the blade shape. Iron leaving the interface at

the tip is incorpornred into growth on the tip edge surfaces. Similarly,

in the case of the whisker, iron is transported in the screw dislocation

core.
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Some la• p'q diffusion of iron is suggested by a slight candle-

like taper. However, the radial lactice diffusion of iz)n predicted from

measurements at higher temperatures is not significant except in a small

temperature range below about 900"C, above which whiskers are not observed.

Much more diffusion of oxygen is predicted. Oxygen diffusion may decrease

the growth rate, especially above about 700C.

That water vapor is necessary for the development of platelet

growth is interpreted as an effect on the growth site. Determination of

the nature of the growth site and the driving forces would permit a more

satisfactory appraisal of the significance of these growths.

I!!
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I8. HIGH VACUUM SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

Fig. 19 shows the vacuum system as it has been rebuilt. This

rebuilding was desirable primarily to replace the zeolite and copper

foil traps with liquid nitrogen traps. Zeolite and copper traps are

"ineffective during bakeout, and require bakeout for reactivation. As a

consequence of this modification feature, the metal specimen surfaces

will be protected from exposure to the diffusion pump oil during the

bakeout.

Defective valves were replaced with better valves, and larger

tubing, I" and 1-1/4" O.D., was used where possible. The number of

valves was reduced, and the hydrogen leak was brought into the bakeout

oven.

Furthermore, the water reservoir was rebuilt with short large-

diameter tubing so as to allow more rapid freezing-out of water in

successive purification steps. Fig. 19 shows the system after the water

has been introduced and the glass line to the water reservoir closed.

Lines in the section with the water reservoir are then heated with tapes

and the valves in that section remain closed.

Th, section marked "Specimen Counterweights" is a manifold of

six hanging tubes in which glass-encapsulated magnets hang on wires

running to the specimens. Magnets on the outside are used to raise and

lower the specimen tubes in the reaction tube. The specimens are fixed

in short pieces of fused quartz tubing. The specimens now in use are

0.1 inch wide iron foil ribbons.
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*19. REPLICA DEVELOPMENT

Attempts were made to dissolve the iron foil from one side in

such a way as to leave the oxide and replica on the other side supported

by a grid of iron. Some progress was made, but the advantages of such

a specimen appear to be outweighed by the difficulties in specimen

preparation.

Some success has been achieved with a stiff cellulose acetate

replicating film. After platinum shadowing and carbon replica deposition

on the oxidized surface, the specimen foil is cut into short !ections

for anodic stripping. Squares of film wet with a solution of cellulose

acetate in chloroform (or any suitable solution) are pressed onto the

specimen surfaces. Then a platinum wire loop is attached to a scraped

edge of the foil with silver conducting paint. Anodic stripping of the

oxide and replica in saturated potassium chloride solution3 5 with such a

specimen leaves the oxide and replica supported by the plastic film.

The cellulose acetate pieces are placed, replica side down, on 200-mesh

copper grids for electron microscopy. Acetone dissolves the cellulose

acetate while the grids rest on a wire mesh support at the surface of

the acetone. This leaves the replicas lying on the grids. Commercially

available adhesive-coated tapes, such as "Scotch Brand Tapes", are not

suitable because they cannot be subsequently dissolved together with

their adhesives.

Oxide remains over much of the area. and may be dissolved away

after optical microscopic examination. If the oxide is sufficiently

thin, it can be examined by electron microscopy. Thinning of the oxide-

may be possible, but has not been attempted.
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10. APPENDICES

APPENDIX I

The Geometry of Whiskers on a Wire

This appendix presents a simple treatment of the unrealized

ideal case of radial whiskers of equal length uniformly distrib'ited on a

cylindrical wire. The geometry of the electron micrograph with the beam

normal to the wire is like that of a plan projection along the beam.

Fig. 20 shows the uire in cross section. G - wire radius,

g - whisker length, h - whisker height as measured by its image

(excluding the magnification change resulting from rewoval from the

specimen focal plane).

6 a absolute value of the argular position about the wire

relative to the line at the wire horizon in the beam.

e0 a value of i, for whiskers whose ends project onto the wire

horizon.

F a distance from the hrizon line on the wire to the tip of

a whisker at ha - i.3f the upper limit on the specimen depth.
0

By Pythagoras' theorem, from Fig. 20. we have

i F - g -- + 1 (1)

This equation is useful in estimating steclimen depth. For

example, if 2G a 224 u and & a I .-, we have F - 15 u and a specimen depth

of less than 30 6 for I . whiskers on a vire of il,-roximate 0.009 in
• diaseter.

Frw fig. 20. one can *ee that

G + h - C cos 4 ÷ i05 (2)
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Rearranging gives a convenient equation fo: h,

hi- g (+ 1) cos. 0 - G (3)
g

From this we can write an equation for d, the relative

diminution in whisker iength in the image,

d- 1 -h- (G+1) (1- cos 6) , (4)
g g

where 0 .< d - 1.

It would be useful to know how the distribution of whiskers

wich respect to lengths measured on electron micrographs is related to

the distribution of whiskers with respect to length. We make a first

step here toward such an understanding by calculating the distribution

to be found in the micrograph for this case of radial whiskers of equal

length uniformly distribution on a cylindrical wire.

If the number of whiskers per unit area is D, then

jo DGdO = DGO (5)

*0

Since d is a function of 0, we can rewrite (5) as follows:

DGe = DG jdO = DG J (d) (6)
0 0 T

Thus the distribution can be shown by plotting 0 vs. d. For this purpose

equation (4) is approximated using the series expansion of cos 0 as

follows:

h G 1 2
d-1 - - (-,

g g 2

or

0 - d (7)
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The upper limit on the number of whiskers to be counted on a

micrograph is 2 DGO , where by definition, (3 0 for d = 1. Thus (0
O0 0

(in radians) is given by putting d = 1 in (7).

The distribution to be found on the micrograph is given by

2 DGg
0 0

which follows from (7).

The ratio o/e is the fraction of whiskers whose image lengths
0

are not less than h, or are not diminished by more than the fraction d.
For d = 1/4, it follows from (8) that 0/°0 W 1/2; and so we can say that

half of the whiskers on the micrograph will show lengths within 25% of

the maximum. Similarly, one third will be within one ninth of the

maximum.

The distributions with respect to length on real micrographs

of whiskers and other growths will be shifted toward shorter lengths

because of the generally non-radial character. Surface irregularities

could affect the distribution significantly in individual micrographs.

Quantitative consideration of these effects has not been attempted.
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APPENDIX II

a-Fe 203 Crystal Structure

Pauling and Hendricks 3b determined the crystal structure of

a-Fe20 3 in 1925. The structure is trigonal, or rhombohedral, space

group R3c. 3 7

In hexagonal coordinates, with the origin at the center (3),

the iron atoms occupy the c positions: 0,O,z; O,0,z; 0,0,1/2+z;

0,0,1/2-z. The oxygen atoms occupy the e positions: x,0,1/2; O,x,1/4;

x,x,1/4; x,O,3/4; O,x,3/4; x,x,3/4.

The crystal structure has been confirmed recently by Blake

et al. 3 8 In this later work, the natural hematite used contained, with

lesser impurities, 1.0 + 0.2% aluminum, or about 2.8 + 0.6% of the iron

positions were filled by aluminum ions. Pauling and Hendricks give no

analysis for their natural hematite crystal. Table 10 gives some

literature values for the lattice parameters of a-Fe 2 0 3. The values

in parentheses have been calculated for this data.

Willis and Rooksby 3 9 have measured the lattice constants of

hematite as a function of temperature between 20* and 950*C. The axial

ratio decreases rapidly between 2000 and 700*C as shown in Table 10.

The values at 20* and 750°C, respectively, are 2.7311 and 2.7223. The

thermal expansion coefficients of c and a change sharply with temperature.

They average about 1.0 x 10-5 *C-I and 1.4 x 10-5 *C-I, respectively.

This anisotropic relative increase in a results from the decrease in

antiferromagnetic interaction with increasing temperature, corresponding

to decreasing order in the orientation of the spins and increasing

paramagnetic susceptibility.
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Willis and Rooksby ' found for synthetic rt-Fe 2O0 prepared

from precipitated a-FeOOH and fired at a relatively low temperature a

c/a value of 2.7305 at 20*C instead of 2.7311. This specimen was

probably purer than the natural hematite crystals. Heating the synthetic

oxide in air at 1300"C increased the c/a value to the reproducible

room temperature value of 2.7311. A smaller value of c/a could result

from a decreased antiferromagnetic interaction in the smaller ,i-Fe 203

crystal from the low temperature firing.

Takada and Kawa14 0 prepared a-Fe 03 specimens by heating

a-FeOOH, goethite, to 250 and 900C. They found the magnetic suscepti-

bility to increase very significantly with decreasing particle size for

particles of less than 320 A diameter and, for such particles, to

increase with decreasing temperature. This is a paramagnetic behavior

called superparamagnetism by Neel.4 1 Takada and Kawai found that "the

antiferromagnetic transition of a-Fe 203 at -19"C disappears when the

diameter of the unit particles of the samples is smaller than about

320 X. "

The d-spacings and angles for a-Fe203 given in the present

work are based on the dimensions given on ASTM Card 13-534.25 The

values of Willis and Rooksby may be better. The axial ratio 2.73009

compares with that for a-Al 2 0 3 ,1e 2.7298, so that the angles given in

Appendix V for a-Fe 0 approximate those for a-Al 0
2 3 2 3*

Drawings and descriptions of the structure have been given by
•43

Blake et al., 3 8 Shirane et al.,4 2 and especially by Kronberg.' 3  The

structure can be described as alternate layers of oxide and ferric ions,

six layers of each per unit cell. The oxide ions are in approximate

hexagonal close-packing and lie in planes parallel to the basal plane.

The ferric ions fill two thirds of the octahedral holes and are at the

corners of puckered hexagons about rhe rpriining holes, which are at the

center (3). These holes are in an approximate cubic close-packing

arrangement--i.e., an ABCABC order, interleaving the 121212 order of the

oxiae ions to give iA2BlC2AIB2C. fhere ave two formula units, Fe 203 in

the rhombohedral unit cell, six in the equivalent hexagonal unit coll.
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APPEEDIX III

a-Fe203 Unit Cells

Fig. 21 shows top and front views and dimensions for the unit
cells useful for a-Fe 0 and its isomor 1 's. The conventional structural

2 3
and morphological hexagonal and rhomtahedral unit cells ar2 all four in

common use. It is the rhombohedral angle a, or the axial ratio, of the

morphological unit cell which is important for morphological work, because

it is this dimension which involves interfacial angles. The structural

unit cells provide the lattice points necessary to predict the diffraction

patterns. The face-centered rhombohedral unit cell indices are the

same as those for the conventional morphological rhombohedral unit cell,

but the centering is unnecessary for morphology. The rhombohedral F

cell angle a is nearly 900 because the rhombohedral P cell angle a is

nearly 60'. This follows from the fact that a 60' primitive rhombohedral

cell is characteristic of the face-centered cubic lattice. It is this

relationship to face-centered cubic which makes the use of the

rhombohedral F cell convenient; this cell is used exclusively in

indexing the selected area diffraction patterns presented in this report.

The rhombohedral F cell has the following advantages: Previous

familiarity with cubic geometry provides ready understanding of this

geometry as a distortion of cubic geometry. Directions are normal or

nearly normal to lattice planes with the same indices. Directions in

the basal plane (for which h + k + I a 0) and (1111 are normal to

lattice planes with the same indices. Any other direction is at a

smaller angle to 11111 than in the cubic geometry, and the normal to

i' -77-
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the lattice planes with the same indices (a row of reciprocal lattice

points) is 3t a larger angle to [1111 and in the plane of [1111 and the

direction. From this latter relationship, one can see that if

[h 1k 1 11 11111 ( h.I., + kI +11 a 0), for h1h2 + kIk2 + 112 m 0,

we have 1h1k 1111j [h 2 k2 12 1 and (hlklI) I (h 2 k2 1 2 ).

The directions are, by definition, for any lattice, parallel

to rows of (real) lattice points, and are thus the intersections of

lattice planes and ire normal to the corresponding net of reciprocal

lattice points. Thus, as a corollary to what has been said before,

if not normal or parallel to the basal plane, a reciprocal net is at

a smaller angle to the basal plane than in the cubic case, the lattice

plane at a larger angle, and the intersection of the two is in the

basal plane.
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APPENDIX IV

Transformation of Indices

We use the rhombohedral F (face-centered) indices to index

the selected-area electron diffraction for the reasons given in

Appendix I11. It is essential to relate these indices to the more

conventional indices. Table 3.4.2 of Volume II of the International

Tables for X-Ray Crystallography• provides easy transformation from

hexagonal to rhombohedral indices for lattice planes. This vas used

4 in preparing Table 11.

I The transformation from rhombohedral F to morphological

rhombohedral indices requires only division by the largest common

factor. The rhombohedral P to hexagonal transformation provided in the

table is independent of the rhombohedral angle and will do for both

the morphological and structural unit cell.

Transformations to sets of planes equivalent in Laue group

and to directions are provided for any set of planes or any direction

by cyclic permutations in the same sense of all the sets of rhombohedral

indices and of hki of the hexagonal indices hkil, and by multiplication

of all sets by -I. Transformations betveen rhombohedral P sets hkl and

hlk, equivalent in 3 m, correspond to appropriate interchanges of indices

in the other systems. The planes (LRK) and (ihkl) are at 120* about

11111, or 100011, from (HKL) and (hkil), respectively (HKL are

rhombohedral indices). The directions (LHKI and [ihkl) are at 120' to

(HKL) and Ihkill. respectively.

Since the use of three indices for the hexagonal system result-%

in confusion and loss of convenience, four indices are used throughout

this report. For completeness, and to facilitate comparison with three-

index data in the literature, the transformations for directions are

Riven as follows."'
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[uvtwl -- [UVW] : U - u-t, V - v-t, W * w

[UVW] -' [uvtw]: 3u Z ZU-V, 3 v - 2V-U, t * -(U + V), w - W.

For planes, the third index is superfluous, as hkl -- hkil requires

only that i - -(h + k). Note that (hkiOj is perpendicular to (hkio),

whereas IhkOI is not perpendicular to (hkO) because I is not super-

fluous in IhkiO].

Table 11 is complete as far as it goes, including indices for

all sets of planes non-equivalent in Laue group 3m in order of decrpasing

d-spacing in a-Fe 0 One can see in the rhombohedral F indices a
2 V

relationship with face-centered cubic in that only the planes for h,k,1

either all odd or all even are included (others are not indexed by the

rhombohedral P unit cell), and non-equivalent sets of planes for which
h2 k2 12

s - h + k + 1 is the same (for rhombohedral F indices) are listed

separately when Ih + k + 1! varies. As in the face-centered cubic system,

s takes the values, 3, 4, 8, 11, 12, 16, .... Thus the powder diffraction

pattern of a-Fe 2 03 is related to that of a face-centered cubic compound

by a "splitting" of the lines resulting from the - < 90" for the

rhombohedral F zell. Systematic absences for .2-Fe2 0 3 are discussed In

Appendix VI.

It should be noted that the hexagonal 1 value is the sum of

each set of rhombohedral indices. Equivalent sets of planes have the

same hexagonal I absolute value.
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TABLE 11

Transformation of Indices for Lattice Planes

Hexagonal Rhombohedral Rhombohedral Hexagonal Rhombohedral Rhombohedral
Triple P F Triple P F

,hi , hkl _kl hkil hkl hkl

0003 ill ill 2134 310 422

i011 100 IiI 0217 331 511

0112 110 200 30j0 211 2

1014 211 202 1255 320 511

1110 101 220 0333 221 511

oils 221 311 30h3 300 313

0006 222 222 2028 422 404

l113 210 311 101.10 433 424

0211 li 31-1 1129 432 513

2012 200 222 2117 421 513

0214 220 400 2240 202 440

1017 322 313 0336 330 600

2015 311 313 303b 411 414

1126 321 402 22"3 311 531

2131 201 3h 3 43

12•2 211 0J0 31Z2 301 42

oils 332 422 121a 431 602

0009 333 333

V 3
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APPENDIX V

Interfacial and Other Angles in r-Fe 203

Table 12 lists angles for a-Fe203 which have been calculated

to date. Formula- in section 3.9 of Vol. II of International Tables

for X-Ray Crystallographyw" were used, together with the hexagonal

dimensions a - 5.0317 A, c - 13.737 X, c/a - 2.73009. The angles in

cubic geometry for the elements with indices (in the cubic system) the

same as those given for the rhombohedral F cell are listed for

comparis;on.

Note that the c/a value, 2.7298, for a-Al 2036 indicates

th&1 the a-Fe2 0 3 angles differ only slightly from those for q-Al20 3 .

-R3



TABLE 12

a-Fe20 3 Angles

Hexagonal Rhombohedral P Rhombohedral F a-Fe203 Cubic

[10111, [11011 [1001, [0101 [1011, O1101 55.2870 600

(ou03), (1011) (111), (100) (111), (1il) 72.4000 70.5290

(0003), (0112) (111), (110) (111). (200) 57.6080 54.7360

(1011), (1101) (100), (010) (111), (11) 68.724° 70.5290

[02211, [2021) [111], (111] [1001, [lol] 85.7150 900

(0003), (1104) (111), (121) (111), (220) 38.2420 35.2640

(0112), (1012) (110), (011) (200), (020) 93.9840 900

(1014), (1012) (011), (011) (202), (020) 84.150* 900

(1012), (1104) (011), (121) (020), (220) 46.9930 450

(0114), (1014) (112), (211) (022), (202) 64.8310 600

(1104), (1120) (112), (101) (022), (220) 57.5840 600

(1120), (2134) (l100, (310) (220), (422) 27.6970 30*

(2110), (2134) (110), (310) (022), (422) 53.823* 54.7360

(1014), (1101) (211), (010) (202), (111) 93.298° 90°

(0001), (1011) (111), (100) (111), (111) 72.400° 70.5290

(1101), [44011 (010), [1311 (i11), t1111 86.0930 900

[00011, [44011 [1111, [1311 [111), [1ll] 68.4930 70.5290
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APPENDIX VI

Systematic Absences in the Diftraction from ri-Fe2 03

Syst%,matic absences in the a-Fe203 diffraction result only

from the c-glide plane in the case of the primitive unit cell. In the

case of the non-primitive unit cells, those lattice planes which are

uo indexed by the primitive unit cell do not diffract. The rules for

these absences are given in International Tables for X-7>iy Crystallography,

Vol. I.37 Only those planes diffract for which the following conditions

are satisfied:

Non-Primitive c-Glide

Condition Condition

Rhombohedral P No restrictions hhl: 1 - 2n

Hexagonal hkil: -h+k+l = 3n,
(obverse and thus,
orientation) hh2hl: (1 3n)

hhOl: (h+l = 3n) hhOl: 1 = 2n

Rhombohedral F h+k, k+l, (I+li) = 2n, hhl: 1 - 2n
or h,k,l all odd or
all even

The rhombohedral F reciprocal lattice is thus body-centered

with the body centers (i.e., h,k,l. all odd) absent for nets hhl. The

iron atom positions are such that they contribute to the diffraction

with hexagonal indices hkilH only for 1H - 2n, thus not to the diffraction

for rhombohedral F with h,k,l. all odd (because h+k+l 1 H).
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In the x-ray powder diffraction pattern, the one intense
diffraction ring (I/I° a 30) from the oxygen atoms only is indexed 1123

(Appendix VIII). The same set of planes would be indexed 1011 in the

(idealized) hexagonal close-packed oxygen lattice of a-Fe 2 03 , the set of

planes giving the highest x-ray diffraction intensity in the hexagonal

close-packed elements.
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APPENDIX VII

List of Interplanar Spacings d, and of d-1 and d-2 for o-Fe 203

The accompanying table, Table 13, lists values calculated

using a - 5.0317 , c - 13.737 X, c/a - 2.73009113 (cf. Appendix II).

To calculate d-2

c2 c 2 
= 52.99272 x 10 and a2 - 4/(3a2) 526.63444 x 1o0

were substituted into the equation,

-22 2 2 2

dh 2 (h2+hk+l2) a*2 + 12 C*2
hkil

Table 13 lists all values for which there are primitive rhombohedral

indices (i.e., excluding hexagonal -h+k+l - 3n) in order of decreasing

d-spacing, to an arbitrary limit.

Table 14 lists all values for hkiO and 0001 to arbitrary

limits. The values of d and d , in both tables, are especially

useful in constructing reciprocal lattice sections and in calculating

trigonometric functions of interfacial angles.
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TABLE 13

a-Fe 20 3 lnterplanar Spacings

Structural
Rhomb. F Hexagonal 4 -2 4 -l

hk hkl0 24

111 0003 476.934 2183.883 4.579 A

111 1011 579.627 2407.545 4.1536

200 0112 738.605 2717.729 3.6795

202 1014 1374.518 3707.449 2.6973

220 1120 1579.903 3974.800 2.5158

311 0115 1851.452 4302.851 2.3240

222 0006 1907.738 4367.766 2.2895

311 1123 2056.838 4535.237 2.2050

311 0221 2159.530 4647.075 2.1519

222 2022 2318.509 4815.089 2.0768

400 0224 2954.421 5435.459 1.8398

313 1017 3123.278 5588.629 1.7893

313 2025 3431.356 5857.778 1.7071

402 1126 3487.641 5905.625 1.6933

331 2131 3739.434 6115.091 1.6353

420 1232 3898.412 6243.726 1.6016

422 0118 3918.169 6259.528 1.5976

333 0009 4292.410 6551.649 1.5263

422 2114 4534.325 6733.739 1.4851

(Continued)
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TABLE 13 (uonttnuejd

Structural
Rhomb. F Hexagonal 4 4

hkl hkil i04 2  10 d- d

511 0227 4713.181 6857.074 1.4582

242 3030 4739.710 6884.555 1.4525

511 1235 5011.259 7079.025 1.4126

5o3 033
5216.644 7222.634 1.3845333 3033

404 2028 5498.072 7414.898 1.3486

424 101.10 5825.906 7632.762 1.3101

513 1129 5872.314 7663.102 1.3050

513 2137 6283.084 7926.591 1.2616

440 2240 6319.613 7949.600 1.2580

600 03316
424 036 6647.448 8153.188 1.2265424 3036J

531 2243 6796.548 8244.118 1.2130

53T 1341 6899.240 8306.167 1.2039

442 3142 7058.219 8401.320 1.1903

602 1238 7077.975 8413.070 1.1886
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TABLE 14

a-Fe203 Useful Hexagonal Dimensions

22

h +hk Hexagonal 4 -2 104 -ld
+k2 hkil 10dd 104d-1

1 1010 526.6344 2294.852 4.3576 A

3 1120 1579.903 3974.800 2.5158

4 2020 2106.538 4589.703 2.1788

7 2100 3686.441 6071.607 1.6470

9 3030 4739.710 6884.555 1.4525

12 2240 6319.613 7949.600 1.2579

13 3140 6846.247 8274.205 1.2086

0001 52.99272 727.970 13.7370

0002 211.971 1455.922 6.8685

0003 476.934 2183.883 4.5790

0004 847.884 2911.844 3.4342

0005 1324.818 3639.805 2.7474

0006 1907.738 4367.766 2.2895

0007 2596.643 5095.727 1.9624

0008 3391.534 5823.688 1.7171

0009 4292.410 6551.649 1.5263

000.10 5299.272 7279.610 1.3737

000.11 6412.119 8007.571 1.2488

000.12 7630.952 8735.532 1.1447
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APPENDIX VIII

Intensities and d-Spacings for Selected Iron Oxides

Table 15 lists indices and calculated d-spacings for useful

unit cell dimensions for FeO, Fe 3 04 , y-Fe 2 03 , and a-Fe 203 , together with

x-ray iti:ensities from ASTM cards. The a-Fe 203 d-spacings are listed

near the y-Fe 2 03 d-spacings of comparable value. The order listed--FeO,

Fe 3 04 , 0 y-Fe20 3 -- is the order of decreasing dimension for the cubic close-

packed oxygea lattice. Sets of planes with the same indices in this

lattice are listed in a row.

The many coincidences between the a-Fe 2 03 and y-Fe2 03

d-spacings do not in general result from similar orientations of these

planes in the oxygen lattices. The idealized close-packed oxygen row in

a-F 203 has the interatomic spacing, 2 d 3 0 0 m 2.9050 A, less by 1.46%

than that for the 0-0 distance in Y-Fe 2 0 3 , d 2 70 0 2.9479 A. It is of

interest to note that the 0-0 distances in the basal plane of a-Fe 203

given by Blake et al., 3 8 corrected to the hexagonal a value in this

report, are 2.658 X and 3.022 A, averaging 2.840 A.

The spacings of the planes f440) and 4303O0 of Y-Fe2 03 and

a-Fe2 03 , respectively, which are similarly related to the oxygen

lattices, would be exactly equal if the cubic dimension a of y-Fe 2 03

were exactly the hexagonal a of ac-Fe 2 03 multiplied by (2/3) /6.

The oxygen layers lie on (2221 planes, with interplanar spacings
0

of 2.4070 A in y-Fe 2 0 3 and 2.2895 A in a-Fe2 0 3 , respectively. These

spacings are smaller by 4.882 in a-Fe 2 03 .

The many coincidences among d-spacings result in greater

requirementi on the quality of powder diffraction patterns for the

recognition of the presence of ca-Fe 20 3 with v-Fe 1 03 , or of the presence

of Y-Fe 2 0 3 with a mixture of *-Fe2 0 3 and Fe 304 . The presence of Fe 3 04

in Y-Fe 20 3 may easily rain unrecognized.

-91-
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APPENDIX IX

Whisker Geometry--Screw Dislocation in a Rod

Figure 22 shows the features to be expected in a whisker with

an axial screw dislocation. The case shown in Fig. 22 is that of a

central screw dislocation in a rod with circular cross section.

The angle o (r) results from the spiral climb of the lattice

plane about the screw dislocation. The exact expression, tan a (r) =

b/2rr, where r is the radius, results directly from this spiralling and

i. independent of the external shape of the crystal. It is this shear

in the neighborhood of the dislocation which cannot correspond to some

elastic deformation of the real structure. The structure of the real

crystal in some region about the screw dislocation is undefined and

remains to be described.

The angle T (r,R), where R is the radius of the surface, is

related to the axial twist, u (R) by the equation, tan T = ri. Mann!' 8

and Eshelby 4 9 '1 8 have derived theoretical equations for axial twist.

These will be considered here. The case of a screw dislocation in the

basal plane for rhombohedral symmetry was not considered.

Becausc the a-Fe203 structure does not suggest large anisotropy

(cf. Appendix X) we assume that the axial twist for o-Fe 2 0 3 will not be

greatly different from that for an isotropic material of the same cross

section. One difficulty occurs in applying the theoretical equations in

that even if the correct equation were available it is unlikely that the

cross section shape and area and the position of the dislocation in the
0

whisker could be measured for whiskers 150 A in diameter.
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For an isotropic material, Eshelby 1M gives the equation

K * b
twist (I IA

Here b is the length of the tMirgers vector, A is the cross section are;i,

and K is about 1. K decro.oses with the removal of the dislocation Irom

the center. K depends also on 1he shape of the cross section. For :a

central dislocation. K = I for any elliptical cross section, and decreases

from 1.048 for a square to 0.75 for a rectangle with infinite ratio of

edge lengths. Since Eshelby" 9 , 18  has shown that the scrcw dislocation

is at an energy minimum (in metastable equilibrium) at the center of

the cross section and since a nearly elliptical cross section is

likely, the approximation K = I would appear justified. The value of

K is slightly decreased when the screw dislocation is only a small

distance from the center.

Eshelby 5 0 gives the equation a = b/(A°0 + Ai) which he states

is exact for the central dislocation in an isotropically elastic -

material. Here A and Ai are concentric elliptic areas enclosed by the

inner and outer boundaries. This equation applied for the range

0 -- A /Ai -- 1.

According to the treatment by Frank 5 1 , also discussed by

Cottrell 2 0 , an open core would not be stable relative to reasonable

strained cores except for Burgers vectors considerably larger than

5 X. We can use Eshelby's equation as a lower limit on the axial twist

by taking A to be an effective central area with zero rigidity.
0

Weertman and Weertman 2 1 assume an approximate stress level of

p/30 for a core of radius 5b. Here w is the shear modulus. Thus, they

would consider the discontinuous nature of the crystal to cause a
1

decreased rigidity for strains greater than 10 1--f . This corresponds

to the shear strain at radius 5b with no twist. Frank considers strain';

S0.1, or r < 5b/", to limit Hooke's law. Thus, the radius of an

effective hole for the calculation of the axial twist might be about

10 A. This hole reduces the axial twist by no more than a few percent.
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From Figure 22 we see that i (R,R) 2 n R. The strain at

the surface is large and is roughly normal to the strain near the

center. The strain is zero where o - T at r = R//2. Except where

I - 0 at small r/R, the axial twist in a thin rod results in a strain

pattern within the radius of the thin rod much different from that in

a large crystal. This difference is reflected in the strain energy

which is calculated in Appendix X.

It
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APPENDIX X

Strain Energy of a Whisker

The strain energy expression given by Friedel 1 " "s derived

here using the terminology of Figure 22 and Appendix IX.

The shears tan r = br/& (R2 + 1 2) and tan o = b/2 :r oppose0
one another so that the shear strain is given by

br b

tan T - tan o R" r b r 1
1+ tan t tano I + I (-) (R

2 7T-R

where we have neglected the effect on the axial twist of small r , the

effective hole radius. The energy per unit length of screw dislocation

is then, where P is the shear modulus,

W = R tan (T-_0)2 2 -:rdr
2

r 09

2 Rr 0  r0  2.u;jb 0 2 ] uS4 Fln r I + 2 (, )2 ( )4_4 .In 1-1- i
4 77 r R R~ 47\ -r

as given by Friedel. The axial twist iatroduces the term, -1, in the

parentheses.

Taking into account the volume of a cylindrical whisker cf

a-Fe 203 with b - 5.0317 A, the strain energy contribution to the molar

free energy is given by

F(strain) = 1.066 x 10 2

R2 (o 10 r 0 0.434 e

-100- I
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12 2
r For R = 100 A, r = 5 A, p 10 dynes/m , we have F (strain)

0.09 kcal/mole. One can show that for a rod of these dimensions, about

95% of the strain energy is contained in the half of the volume of the

crystal within the radius R/rV.

For the a-Fe 203 whiskers, the stiffness constants irnvolved

most prominently in the strain are c 5 5 and c 6 6 . Values derived from the

stiffness constants for a-Fe 2 03 listed by HuntingtonS2 are:

11 2

c55 = 8.5 x 1011 dynes cm2 and

5 112
c66 ' 9.35 x 10 dynes/cm

Taking [2110) to be the whisker axis, c 5 5 and c 6 6 are

effectively values of 1i along (01101 and [00011, respectively, both

[210. hs t112 2normal to [2110]. Thus w - 10 dynes/cm . Furthermore, since

c 5 5 V c66' o-Fe 2 03 is only slightly anisotropic for the shears

a and T.

1+11 2
Huntington also lists c l c22 = 24.2 x 1 dynes/cm1+11 2 =1 2 .42 x1-12 2

c33 = 22.8 x 10 dynes/cm2, S1l s22- 0.442 x 10 cm 2/dyne, and

s 3 3 = 0.444 x 10-12 cm 2/dyne. The near equality of these constants

indicates only slight anisotropy in tension.

The linear compressibility, 8, is defined by Nye 5 3 to be

"the relative decrease in length of a line when the crystal is subjected

to unit hydrostatic p-essure." Substituting from Huntington's list into

Nve's formula, we have

Sa 10.317 + 0.081 1321 x lO-3 kbar

where I is a unit vector along the line. Thus hydrostatic pressure

results in about 262 more compression along (00011 than in the basal

plane.
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APPENDIX XI

Diffraction from a Rod with an Axial Screw Dislocation

The results of Wilson's treatmentis,16b11 of the diffraction

from a cylindrical crystal with a screw dislocation but without axial

twist are indicated here.

In the terminology of Appendix IX, i describes the distortion

by the twist and a describes the distortion by the screw dislocation.R
With a central screw dislocation in a cylindrical rod, for r I R

we have T c'. That is, o for half the volume of the crystal.

At the surface (r - R) we have 2 a. Where the beam does not

penetrate and the diffraction is from crystal regions near the surfa-,

the effects are primarily dependent on the distortion T resulting from

the axial twist. However, this is not the case of greatest interest

here.

As indicated in Appendix IX, the strain energy is much greater

where o > r. The strain energy is proportional to the integral of the

strain over the volume; the diffraction amplitude also involves a sum

over volume elements. On this basis the twist would be expected to

have little effect an the diffraction. However, the twist results in a

tilt of the lattice at r - R/", without strain, and the tilt could

affect the diffraction.

In this connection, Wilson's theory does not take into account

the distortion or tilt of individual cells, but only their position.

This is refltected in the predicted distribution of diffraction amnlitudLe

in planes normal to the rod axis. This feature would likely remain if

the axial twist were taken into account in giving the cell positions.

The twist is so small that no significant effect is to he expccted.
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However, ir.troduction of distortion and tilt as well as the axial

twist effect on the cell positions could provide a very different

theoretical description of the diffraction.

In addition to the effects of the strain, refraction can

affect the diffraction significantly. 54', 5 5 That these effects alone

would be sufficient to predict the anomalous diffraction by a-Fe20)

whiskers seems unlikely, but the possibility cannot be eliminated

without more complete theory.

Some idea of the nature of the results of Wilson's theory can

be given here by indicating the interpretation by Frank: The amplitudes

in reciprocal space are greatest in concentric rings about the index

points. The first and most intense rings are approximately the

intersections with the planes of the reciprocal nets normal to the rod,
3b

of cones with the same semi-angle, ýj . This is the value of a for

r - 2R/3, so that the generators of the cones are normal at r - 2R/3

to the lattice planes which would be normal to the axis of the

undislocated rod. In the plane through the origin, the generators pass

through the index points, and the amplitude distribution is the same

as for an undislocated thin cylinder, with a maximum at the index

point. For the other planes, the amplitude is zero at the index poin:s.

A theory taking into account the cell distortion as well as

position might spread the amplitude distribution of Wilson's theory out

into regions of reciprocal space adjacent to the planes. The elongated

diffraction spots, or streaks, are narrow, indicating no extreme

deviation of this type from the diffraction character predicted by

Wilson's theory.
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APPENDIX XII

Driving Forces for Iron Diffusion in a-Fe 203 rowth j
In order that the a-Fe2 03 whiskeys and platelets grow at the.ir

tips, iron must be transported to the tips from the base. The oxidation

of Fe 30 4 to Fe 2 03 can provide the driving force. A further force may

result from the pressure on the Fe304 developed in the oxidation, which

is unknown. The su-face free energy of the finest whiskers may intro-

duce a furthet uncertainty in the driving force. I
This appendix prevides some simple considerations sufficient

for rough approximations. Accurate calculations for local gradients inl

the driving forces fur diffusion would be difficult for such a complex

system and are impossible with our present lack of knowledge of the j
details of the whisker and platelet growth.

A. Surface Free Energy I
The surface free energy is estimated by the relation given by

Cottrell,' 0  NA, - 0.2i x 10-8 cm, where ; is the shear modulus, about 1

1 x 10 dyne cm"2 (cf. Appendix X). Thus, N a 2.5 x 103 dyne cm-1

33Relations by Eberhart" provide an estimate 1.45 x 10 . < 2.86 x 10
-1

dyne cm I

For a whisker of circular cross section the surface free

energy per ferric ion is given by 2)/Zn, where Z is the radius and n is

the number density of ferric ions In a-Fe,,, 3.984 x 1022 cm 3 . Thus.

the surface free energy per mole for a 10"6 cm radius (200 A diameter)

is 1.25 x 10-13 erg/Fe"++ (3.6 kcal/mole Fe 2 03 ). 1

2 4-104-
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I Lennard-Jones and Taylors' estimated 5.66 x I0-11 ergs/atom

excess energy for atoms on an edge of MgO, from which one can calculate
-3

a value of 4.7 x 10 ergs/cm of edge. If an q-Fe2 01 whisker has,
-3 -6

effectively, four edges at 5 x 10- ergs/cm, for Z - 10- cm, one
-13 4-4+

calculates 1.6 x 10 ergs/Fe + This may or may not approximate thl

real value.

1. Chem.ical keaction

Values of log p0 2 for the equilibrium C2 , 2 Fe 3 04 (s)

+ i/2 02 (g) W 3 Fe 2 0 3 (G), are given in Table 2 of the text. Values of

AF !or this reaction can be calculated for various oxygen pressures fromS~1/2
the equation AF - RT tn po 2  *or the reaction in dry air (oxygen

pressure 0.2099 atm.), AF is calculated to be -33.1 kcal/iole at 700K

(426.85C), and -29.6 kcal/mole at 800K (526.85"C).

If one considers that this fret energy provides a driving

force for all the iron in the Fe304' then the difference in chemical

potential between the iron In the 2 Fe304 and that in the 3 Fe 2 03 is

AF/6 per g-atom.

Alternatively, one may apply the Gibbs-Duhem equation,

NIdiI + N2 du 2 a 0. Letting the subsc'ipts. I ;.nd 2. tefer to iron and
1/2

oxygen (atoms), respgctively, and assuming the activity a e p
N2  = "2 12 02

we have dthe v ue o 1 RTd /n p 2 . The equilibrium C2
determines the value of r2at the interface between a-Fe 0 and Fe 0,.

02 1/ 23 3 4
It follows that Au a -0(n2 n1 ) RT-', In po - -(3/2) :.F, where because

a-Fe 03 Is nearly otoichiometric evervwhere, (n01n 1 ) (3/2).

If negligible oxygen diffuses in. one in nine Iron atows

diffuse out, according to the reaction (C2 rewritten) 3 Fe 3 04 (5)
3 1

+- 10 ;04FP + kF where -1Fe 0 is in the whisker and the
42 Fe 2 3 2Fe 2 3  2 2 3

4 Fe203 take the place of the 3 a 104- If no oxygen rearrangement oecurs,

-105-
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this latter may be y-Fe203 rather than ,i-F,,o 3 , giving a sm.aller frL't
energy change for the reaction. If a-Fe2,0 is formed .aiss.,rint• .ll ,i

the free energy is availahble as ai driving force for ,nv Ott' iron

diffusing to the whisker (or platelet), we have 3 AF/2, where 'F re.fersr

to C2 . Note that this is the energy given by the Gibbs-Duhtu e'quat ion.

Values of 3 "•F/2N, vhere N is Avogadro's number, are -34.9, x If) .rgsI'•
-13

at 700K and -30.9 x 10 ergs/Fe at 8OO'K.

Since the Fe 20 formed in the film presuwi~bly hos r,.lativ, v

negligible surface free energy, the surface free energy, say possibiv

3 x 13 ergs/Fe4"", In the whisker, is to be subtracted from the

driving force, 34.5 x 10 ergs/Fe+, whether !t be availqblc for

nine iron ators or for one. Unless the surface free energy has been

grossly underestimated, the chemical reaction alone -an supply the

driving force for whisker growth, even for whiskers of 100 A d'-meter

(9 x IO-13 ergs/Fe "+ surface free energy), at 800K.

Since the volume o-cupied by the oxygen Ions of the 3 F'e3 C ,

is smaller in the 4 Fe.0 3 (y or 0), this volume change under pressure

may provide energy, p'V. in addition to the free energy of reaction.

The volume of the unit cells of Fe304, i-Fe203, and )i-Fe 02, in A3.
are 591.435, 301.198, and 579.84,. respectively. The volumes 221.7N,

200.80, and 21;.44 13 are, ruspcctivelv, the volumes of these compiunds

with the oxygen of the original 3 re i.. Thus volume changes of

21.0 and 4.)5 A result in the react!ons to proruce I-Fe20 1 and ,-Fe'03.

respectively.

A lower Llmit for the critical shear stress of -F'.1U1 :iven

Sby 14ackenzite and Birchenall, `WI kg co-. or 1.6 x 10 dJvnr c;-, i*

less than comressive strength% for some similar materAls. arld will

serve as a "'large" value for the pressure. Theq v,1lue of pV.

is 1.36 x 10 crgs/Fe Uhl, whL is insignif !,ant in -"P'arirs'L.in to.;t-?,

effect of the t-haital reati~ln. Pressure of tvw Ordcr -_I In 0

(10 kb) could pro-eidv a .ignificint rffect. Streit.• •,- ,." ".'n

result in fmch pressures in iosul! re-ions.

Sr
Vi
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If a flow under pressure results, as of .a liquiid, with a

uniform pressure gradient along a Iength, v, of whisker, the force is
-I 08 -P n If 4, lL, P - 1.f x dyne en *we havep•-!~ ~ 10 1vn vr a 011dn/e•

c x 101 dyne/F , a relattively srall fort-.
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APPENDIX XIII

Relationship Between the Fick's Law Diffusion
Coefficient and the Mobility

Following Crank, 5 9 we write the 'lux of atoms of the it-

species,
B. n. 3w.

1 1 1
= - N 3x ' (1)

whe're J. is the number of atoms crossing one square centimeter per

second, and Bi is the mobility, the proportionality constant which is
12 -1 -I

the ratio of velocity to force, in cm dyne sec". The other

constants have the usual significance: N is Avogadro's number and

ni is the number density of atoms. The chemical potential, wi, is

written

constant + RT log Yi Ni (2)

where yi is the activit coefficient and N. is the mole fraction.1

Substituting (Owii/3x) obtained by differentiating the above equation,

we have

B. nN. En yi
_.._ RT i

1 N N. ýx I n N.

According to Crank, 5 2 En is assumed constant. It follows then, from
dNi dni

the equality, N.i = nI/En. that -Ni ni J is then given by

J.ff -D In, (3)1 i jx .

10

• •-10"-



Fick's law, where

D= kTB I+ (4)

1

Substituting for B from (1), we have

RTJ En 5)D. + 5n n.(

7x
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APPENDIX XIV

Radial Diffusion Through the Wall of an Infinitely Long Right
Circular Cylindrical Pipe with a Constant Free Ene:gy

Difference and Radial Growth - Whisker Growth

Putting the driving force, in terms of chemical potential, •,

of the diffusion species, we would consider the case where

r = constant, for p = r, and

WZ a constant, for P = Z, where P is the radius.

Put
= (PZ -pr) ' 0

df d7

Consider r and Z0 to be chosen arbitrarily so that r < Z We would

derive an equation for Z as a function of time for Z > ZO. For

J(p), v(p) functions of p and time, t, only, we have

j Z)_ n d• (1)
N dp

where n is the number density of diffusing species, taken to be nearly

constant, p is the :adius in this consideration, B is the mobility,

and the flux J has units compatible with the concentration units of c.

We assume an instantaneous development of the steady state chemical

potential distribution.

In order to provide for the conservation of matter we put

f (Z, Ap, r) = c J (p) (2)

where f is independent of p. For arbitrary Ati and r, f = f(Z).
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1

For any Z r, substituting from (1) irto (2) we hayve

(?Bn •'dp.L
C (z ) = - .• -- d ,i

fN I dAssuming B constant $
f (Z)j N d

Integrating, we have

Bn (jj - f )f (Z) = -N• 0r) (3)
N in (o/r)

Note that

dZ
dt 1

J(Z) - n (4)

Substituting from (2) into (4), we have

dZ f(Z)

dt Zn

Substituting from (3), for p = Z, we have the radial growth rate,

dZ BA
dt ZN in (Z) (5)

r
Z Z

Putting x = - x , and substituting in (5), we have,
r ' ~o r

r r

r zin (i- r d(Z/r) RN_ I A

dx -2 1-x in :d -Br N AA.
dt

ii -Ill-
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Putting k -2 Br- 2 N-I Ap, and integrating, we haved f

u 0 u du _ k dv

x t
o 0

Integrating, we have

2x2 x 2
(in x - 1/2) - -- (in x - 1/2) - (t - t) ()

2 2 0

For the case of iron diffusion in a ferric oxide whisker, we

11/2
can substitute for Aw, from Appendix XII, Au 1 - -(3/2) Ri" A in p0

Assuming , in nI = 0, we have, from Appendix XIII, B1 = D1 /kT. We

have assumed in the derivation that B and D are constant-- i.e.,

independent of a and a Substituting for Aw and B from the above

equations, we have k = D1 r-2 (3/2) A in po0 . Substituting into (6),

we have

2 21 21

2 r [x2 (in x - I) - x (in x -t -t -- 0 2 ) (7)
0  3 D1 A in p0
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